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?REFACE

The present study is one of several, including two previous ones plating

to high school backgrounds, based upon the Doctorate Records File of the Office

of Scientific Personnel. This extensive data bank has been the starting-point

for studies- of current doctorate produCtion, of the baccalaureate origins of

doctorate - holders, of the career patterns of doctorate- holders of various pert-
/

odd, of. specialized groups of individuals ,d.:awn from the file, and of plans for

post- doctoral employment of those cu'rr'ently graduating. An acknowledgement is

therefore in order with respect to the basic data bank upon whi01 all of these

studies have been based.

.

The Doctorate Records File began about 1946 with support from the Carnegie

Corporation and the Office of Naval Research, and included science doctorates

of the period 1936-1945. It has since been extended, with support from the

Nationat Lience Foundation, the Ford Foundation, and the Office of Education,

to include all holders of third-level research degrees in all fields from all

United States universities from 1920 to the present time. FroI a beginning in

1946 with fewer than 10,000 entries, it has grown to over 200,000. For each

-person listed, all earned degrees are noted, with their dates and the institu-

tions granting them. The fteld of doctorate is also noted for all. Gasps, and

Jell
field of baccalaureate and master's degrees for some of them. --Vor the gradu-

ates of 1957 and subsequent years, a great deal of additional infOrmation has

been included by-means of a questionnaire completed by each doctoral graduate

just before or at the time of graduation. We are greatly indebted'to the

doctorate-holders themselves for providing this information, and to the deans

ofthe-graduate schools who have diligently collected the questionnaires and

....forwarded them to the Office of Scientific Personnel for subsequent processing.

One of the, items included from k957 to the present time has been the high school

of origin ofeach doctorate-holder. The two previous studies of high school

- backgrounds, supported by the Naticinal Institutes of Health and the National

Science Foundation, included the graduates of 1957 and 1958. The present one,

'Supported by the National Science Foundation, is much more massive in 4s cev-

--,,

erage, and includes the doctoral graduates of the four years 1959 throu:ph 042

inclusive.

For each of the graduates of thu 19591962 period who named a United States

-high school as providing his secondary- education, a questionnaire was prepared



And ent-to that high school. T ese questionnaires provided the school with

inf tion about the post high chool 4ducation of their alumni who had at-

ta

id
doctorate de gees over the period concerned%

Each school was asked in return to complete a questionnaire regarding each,

of its doctorate - alumni, and also regarding a specified classmate of each doc-

torate-holder. This study could never have been accomplished except for the

generous and unstinting help given by the high=school staffs in furnishiI3 this

information. We are therefore Most particularly and directly indebted to the

nation's high schools for providing the basic information included in this re-

'port, and are pleased to acknowledge this debt,

I am also indebted to Dr. John A. Creager for the statistical work in-

volved in the multiple discriminant analysis reported in this study. Many iko

others have contributed untold hours to data collection, ceding and checking,

and computer programming and operation. To all of these, who have provided/

the basic information upon which the study is based, I am also indebted.. For

any defiCiencies in concept or execution, and for all interpretations of the

results, I must bear responsibility. It'is my hope that this study may en-

'hance the interest which has been growing in recent years in the earlier edu-

cation of the nation's most highly-trained manpdker, andthat it may lead on

to further studies in greater depth And scope. Eventually, we may hope, an

integrated picture m6 be obtained of the educational process and of its inter;

relations with the various other aspects of a many-dimensioned society.

August 1965

ii5

Vc)
indsey'll. Harmon

Director of Research
Office of Scientific Personnel
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In Brief.:-.

Ottring-the four-year period 19,f59-1962, 42,105 men.; amid ,women earned doctorate

degrees at'U.S. universities. Of this number;. 35,190 had graduated from 10,004,

identifiable U.S.'high'schools, out of 25,000 high schools in the Unit 8tates

at the time. Questionnaires were, sent to these schools, and-/458 schools refilied,.
--,_ ,

returwin completed questionnaires on 23,980 D's, most of them with data also

on rando ly-selected classmates. , From these returned case a representative

sample f all U.S. doctorate- holders was chosen on the basis'of regional distri-

bution, type of school, and size of graduating class. This analysis sample of
- ,

20,440 doctorate-holders constitutes.the basic group used in the present study.

The questionnaire provided data on grades, rank in graduating class, and

mental test scores. The grades were sumbiarized into four grade-point averages

t(GFA's), one each h for English and foreign languages, social studies? Mathematics,

and science. Thraigh the use 9f data on a representative sample of the class -

mates 3f PhD.'s, the four GPA's, class rank, and test score dapa were converted

to uniformly scaled standard scores. Data on the PhD's (and their clasmates)

were compared by s'e, by type of school, by size of graduating class, and by

regioriof the country. Results are shown in a sdries of tables and graphic.

illustrations. The PhD's were also compared by year of doctorate and by/Ueld.

of specialization. -A multivariate discriminant analysis waOperformed to de-

termine how extensively the eventual doctorate-holciers weft differentiated at

the high, school level in terms of grades, course choi,ces, and test scores. A

number of conclusions from these researches are briefly stated at the end of

the report; with page references to the txt of the report where more extensive

treatment of the question is to be found.

4
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CHAPTER I: REVIEW AND PREVIEW

4
1958 study highlights

The,study of the.high school backgrounds of the 1958 doctorate-holders

.developvd a number of important facts. The mean general ability level, in

teams of, high school test scores, was found to be about 1.5 standardNevis-

'tions abOle the Mean of the-general population,
equivalent to an AGCT score

of about,131.
The'doctorate-holders were, on the average, about one standard,

deviation ,above their classmates in general high school achievement, but there

was no measure of the ability level of these classmates; There wer' marked

field differences in abilityis measured 41t, the high school level by test

,..scores, by rank in classl, or by.math-science grade point average. Marked

'geographic'difierences showed up in the relative frequency of doctorate at-

tainment, and these differences were somewhat related to field of eventual

doctorate. Size of high school graduating class was found to be strongly re-

lated to the probability of eventual doctorate attainment, classes 'of fewer

than 100 being below-average in doctorate-attainment rate and classes of over

100 being above average, bu with a decreasing advantage as class. size passed

200, Very high productivity of the largest classes was found to be related

not to size per se, but the fact that some of the largest schools, chiefly in

New York City, wa e also selective'on sex, and on measured ability. One in-

teresting fact rel ting high school environment to productivity was also dis-

J

'covered: on a state-by-state basis, and ignoring individual school Variations

? within states, there is a positive relation' between school retention rate

through'the 12th grade and eventual doctorate attainment rate. That is, those

states with the fewest drop-outs were also the states Which sent the highest

proportion of their high school graduates on to the doctorate. High school

graduation did not, therefore, act as an ability screen, but rather the re-

verse: the coarser the screen, the finer the results. Finally, it was found

that the patterns of ability, .of courses taken and avoided, and of math and

science achievement; were sufficiently different for people in the five gen-

eral fields of doctorate. (physical sciences,
bio-sciences, social sciences,

arts, and education) that it was possible_ to sort about 40% of them into'their

eventual doctorate fields solely on the basis of the high school background in-

formation; Chance alone would have permitted a 20% success in predicting even-

tual field, so this informaLion represQnted significant gain, showing in

4.1



quantitative fashion tat "as the* twig is bent, so the tree is inclind."

left open, of course, what caused the twig to be bent.

aims and liMits

\Theee results, important as they might be, left as many q estions as they

answered.' The present study, through, the gathering of more gAtensive informa-

tion and the refinement of experimental design, seeks' to answer some oi these.

The questions which will be examined in the present report have to do witk the

capabilities and achievements of the doctorate-holders and their classmates.

In the course of data collection for th1s study, additional information was

)(gathered relating to the high schools themselves, which should permit in the

future a more searching examination of the conditions in the high schools which

are related to doctorate production, and perhaps to eventual field of doctorate.

Only a brief look at these factors will be possible, however, within t e limits

of the current study.

Some of the questions arising. from the study of the 1958 doctorate-holders,

and from other sources, are spelled out in the paragraphs
,
that follow., The gen-

eral Outline of the current study, its problems and methodologies, will then be

described, and following that, the more detailed description of results, and

final conclusions.

...the ability pool:. dropping? 4

The output of doctorates by United States universities has climbed pre-

cipitously in recent years, from about 9350 in 1959 to 13,500 in 1963--an in-

crease of 44% in four years. This has raised the question of where the talent

can come from, if such a rate of increase is to be maintained. Must ability

drop as numbers increase? The 1958 study had shown that of the. students in

the upper 2.5% of the ability spectrum ( +2a from the mean), only about one in

20 attains the doctorate.' This would of course allow for a great increase in

numbers without quality dilution. But what in fact had happened over the four-

year period 1959-1962? Was the proportion of people in this ability range who

attain th6 doctorate increasing or decreasing? Was the average ability level

changing? The present study should provide some answett.

1C
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p .
patterns?

Patterns of ability at the high schodl level had shown a relation to even-

tual doctorate-field. With more extensive data, particulhrly".in the fields of .

languages and social studies, could.tihe dlfferentiation of the five general doc-

torate fields be increased? Were the important sddifierences in these -abil

.ity patterns?

....what of peers? fry

The 1958 study showed how superior the doctorate - holders were to their

.classmates; but did not tell about the ability' of these classmates. Could the

new study provide some information on this score, and thus give a sounder basis

for statements about the doctorate-holder4'? And just what, if any, were the

differences between the classmates of people who eventually attained doctorates

in different fields? 4

...double harness, help or handicap?

The 1958 study had shown sex differences in ability of doctorhte-holders,

with field held constant. Would these be confirmed? -And what differences

might be related to other characteristics, such as marital status at the time

of the doctorate? Could ability patterns correlated with these factors furnish

clues to a generalized statement of the relationship of aptitudes, opportunities,

and eventual doctorate attainment?

..data trans up.800%

Satisfactory answers to all these questions required a much more'massive

undertaking than\hat involving the 1958 doctorate-holders. For one thing, a

series of doctorate years was necessary in order to study time trends.' It was

also necessary to collect qualitatively different data, including grades earned

*-in English, foreign 14ngnages, and social studies, rather than in math and science

only, in' order to get a broad-gauge picture of the whole achievement spectrum.

It was also necessary to gather,data somehow regarding the classmates of the

doctorate- holder's, if there was tclpe any evaluation of their significance.

TheSe considerations led to the genethl design of the present study, which is

sketched below.
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...H. S. oriKins! two schools in five

By the fall of 1963 there were available the/doctorate graduates of the

four years following the- 1958 group, which had been"pteviously studied. This .

would prdvide'a sufficiently massive base for both time, trends and investiga-

tion of the relatively small fields which could not 60 reliably examined on

one.year's output alone. Altogether. in the four-yea1 period 1959 -1962 there

were 42,105 people who received doctorate degrees from United States universi--

ties. About one out of seven of tHese had had his secondary education outside

the.United States, however; leaving about 36,000 from United States high, schools.

Not all of these high schools could be identified, but tentative identification

sons made of almost exactly 10,000 high schools which were the Origin of,35,190

doctorate-holders from this four-year period. *(There were in addition about

15,000 U.S. high schools who had no alumni among the :doctorate-holders of this

period.)

To each of these 10,000 high schools it was decided to send questionnaires

regarding its alumni among 'the 1959-62 doctorates.
This would provide the base

data.for the study. To furnish classmate data for comparative purposes and to

provide a normative frame against which to medsure the doctorate- holders, tt

was decided to ask the school's to furnish` transcript data and test scores also

for a classmate for each doctorate-holder To insure that', as nearly as possible,

such classmates would form a representtive'group, and also to keep the task

'(already enormous for the schools) to a minimum, the decision was made to ask

for data regarding the classmate alphabetically next after the doctorate-holder.

In most schools data on alumni -are filed alphabetically, either by yeaf,or in

a single alpha file for all graduation years.

..."You are to be congratulated..."

) As partial compensation to the schools for the effortwe were asking of them,

it was decided to furnish to each school as much-information about its graduates

as possible, and to provide comparative data also, by which the school might

assess its standing among other schools in the state', and, in the case of the

leading schools, in the United States as a whole. Accordingly, each school was

given a roster of all its doctorate alumni in our records, for.1957 and 1958, as

well as 1959-62. The number of such doctorate alumni was compared with the

12



corresponding numbers from all the other schOols in the state, and.the_schoolls

rank order given. There was in this information no indication of relative tate

of productivity; that is, the size or nature of the school was not taken into

account. It was felt that each school might best account for such factors for

itself, in relation to thelother schools in the area. In addition to this, each

city school superintendent was sent a list of all the schools in his city that

w4ie included in our study, with a tally of the number of doctorate alumni from

each, and the schools' rank orders within the state and within the U.S. where

appropriate. It was found that the schools, and frequently the local newspapers

were very interested in this information.

The questionnaires sent out to the schools with their doctorate alumni ros-

ter and other information were pre-printed forms upon which the name of the

doctorate-holder, his high school name and date of graduation, and fields, years,

and institutions of baccalaureate and doctorate degrees, were printed out by

computer. Each questionnaire form asked for grades in all courses taken, and

also for test scores and rank in graduating class. Additional information was

sought on the aionnaire, and where appropriate from the city school super-

'intendent, regarding the school itself and the community which it served. This

information, not included in the present study, is available for later examina-

tion in order to answer questions about the school conditions related to doctorat

productivity.

...three go out; two come back.

In an, the,response rate to this questionnaire study was very satisfactory,

although not up to the Level experienced in the study of the 1958 doctorates. In

that study, a 91% response rate was attained. In the current study, the response

rate dropped to 68%, largely 6(A.:ause the very volume of information,requested was

o beyond the capacity of some of the schools to supply. This was particularly

true of some of the largest and most productive schools. The manner of compen-

sating for less than-100% response rate is described a little later in this re-

port. Suffice it to say here that it was found possible Co draw. from the 68%

of cases- upon whom information was furnished by the 7458 responding schools,

sufficient data to make a report without apparent bias due to the failure of

complete response.



CHAPTER II: METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

To permit an advance over the study of the 1958 doctorate-holders, it

was planned to set up a more rigid frame of reference for the current study,

'tied more closely to general parameters derived from the base doctorate popula-

tion and from the general population. Two procedures were employed to this end.

The first involved selection from the questionnaire returnees of a sample that

would be more representative of the base population than was the raw total of

all returnees. The second procedure involved setting uP a normative base de-

rived from the classmates of the doctorate-holders and from a measurement of

the extent of the deviation of this classmate group from the general population.

...to check on bias

Whatever the return rate, whether above 90% as in the 1958 study or below

70% ds in the current study, it could not be assumed that the returns were

equally representative of all sections of the whole doctorate population. A

high response rate, as in the earlier study, reduces the area of possible bias,

but does not eliminate it. A response rate of 68% strongly suggests the ad-

visability of a careful check of response bias.

...no "shrinking violets" here

One fortunate fact in a study such as this one is that the response is from

schools, not individuals. Individual characteristics are therefore not reflected

directly in the response rate, as is frequently the case. We are free of the

bias which results because a given individual does not feel that his own results

count, a bias that in other studies tends to selectively diminish return rates

from the less successful, or those who consider themselves less successful.

School policy variations, or variations in the resources needed by the schools

in order for them to prepare the returns, tend to affect results seriously. It

is therefore necessary to set up criteria which would reflect school character-

istics but ignore individual characteristics, in order to trim out from the raw

returns a sample that would be reasonably representative of the whole doctorate

-
population.

...planing off the bumps

The method of sample-trimming used was as follows: a three-dimensional

table was set up on the basis of the school characteristics of that portion of

1;



the whole 1959-1962 doctorate population which came from United States high

schools. The 'three dimensions of the table were geographic region, type of

high school; and graduating class size, all parameters available from, the ori-

ginal DoCtorate Survey. There are nine geographic regions, three school types

(public, ,denominational, independent) and eight class-size categories. T ese

three dimensions yielded a table With 216 cells (9 x 8 x 3 = 216). The p

portion of the whole doctorate population in each of these 216 cells wis de

termined, and formed the basis for elimination of cases in cells with dispro-

portionately.higk return rates. It was estimated that if no cell had more than

60% of the number fa the base population, for that cell, the resulting total ac-

cumulation from all cells would be reasonably representative; few cells would be

seriously under-represented-dad the analysis sample would still be large enough

for reliable results. Accordingly, "excess" cases beyond this 6G% quota were

eliminated by a random process from each cell. The necessary random numbers.

were determined by reading reverie order the middle'four digits of a six.-

digit alpha-serial number. This process could not, of course,"-build up numbers

in the "deficient" cells, but it could reduce the number of cells with signifi-
;

cant deficiencies. As it turned out, the analysis sample was reduced by this

process from 23,980 cases to 20,440, and only 51 cells out of the 116 were de-

ficient, by a total of 230 cases -less Lnan one tenth of one percent.

...a minimax solution

The deficient cells t,!nded to be concent7:aLed in the schools of smallest

class size, but were not iimiLed to this group. The solution found by this

step was near-optimd!, Thal Lu!-Lbet. pl-caing to eliminate other deficiencies

would cut down too far on Ui, toLal ramll)r of (;as..?s remaining for analysis,

Although the total number cL 20,a40 is very Large; in some of the fL:ald breaW-

outs, or for combinati,m br(2,1k-oot:_; v:'Liou:, sorts, this would not leave very

large numbers in some of 1-11 !3; p.Dnulous categories. IL was therefore de-

cided to go ahead wi th thc :ample thus provided. /Appendix A provides

a three-fold table showing, the JisLiihncion of the working sample by region,

by school type, and by si.2 or gL dwIlling class.

...a level base-line needed

The second prol,H:n concernLAL L.' 1:se of the classmate data to establish a

normative frame within which iurthe' I,Alyses could be macTe of patterns o data\
I cl
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concerning either the classmates or the doctorate-holders. Six quantitative

measures, described in the following chapter, were available. Not all of them

were available on every case, for a variety of reasons. The six variables are:

grade point averages in the four subject-matter areas of English and foreign

languages, social studies, mathematics, and science; normalized rank in class;

and intelligence test score. The desideratum from the standpoint of statistical

analysis is that there be a scale system sufficiently consistent linking these

six variables so that patterns of ability on them may become apparent. A given

scale value should have the same normative interpretation from one variable to

another so that any patterns that show up may relate to the nature of the vari-

able rather than be an artifact of the scale system. The idealized average

person woula, on such a set of scales, have a perfectly flat. profile.

20 30 40 50 60 70 80

The scale systerit used here -aas the standard score scale familiar to psycho

metricians for a generation. The average score is 50, the standard deviation 'if

10. The normal range of scores on such a,scale is from about 20 to about 80;

only a few extreme deviates will have scores beyond this range. In the present

study, which dpals with a highly-selected population, scores up to 85 will be

expected to occur occasionally. The top score was therefore set at 85; the low

end of the scale will not be of serious concern here. It might be mentioned in

passing that this is essentially the same scale used in reporting the results

on the 1958 doctorate group: The AGCT scale is exactly this scale multiplied.

by 2.

...select and calibrate

In brief, the scaling technique involves selection of a s ale from the

classmate group that would be as representative as possible the whole set

of classes from which the doctorate-holders came, and then amputation of the

mean and standard deviation of each of the six variables to provide a base for

the calibration of the standard score.iscale.

1 C
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...normalv--14R in each decile

Qne.clthe six measures available on most of the doctorate add clasSmate

cases was rank in graduating class. The procedure for obtaining the classmate
k r

sample was designed to make this group nearly repr,esentative as possible.

This ideal' was not quite achieved, however. When'ihe percentiles were computed

and tabulated, it was found that the sample was slightly weighted toward the

higher cloches., schools had either not reported the classmates when they

turned out to be very poor students, or had substituted someone with higher

grades. To correct this imbalance, a procedure analogous to that employed on

the doctorate sample was used. The classmates were distributed by region and

by decile within region, and cases trimmed from each region-by-decile cell un-

til a,b4aced total was obtained for the United StZtes a whole. "Balanced"

here means'Chat the distributions were symmetrical, with*as many above as below

average. There remained, however,,a minor piling up in the middle deciles, and

thinning out of the extremes. The net effect of this abnormality (a mild lep-

tokurtoAs) is shown in a reduction of the standard deviation of the normalized'

.rank in class froarthe theoretical 10.0 to 9.7: It was not possible to achieve

a balanced distribution for each region, although no'serious regional imbalances

remained, The anal result, in terms of a. decile-by-region table, is shown in

Appendix B.

...profile flat within .01 a

Once the standard classmate sample was selected, the construction of the

standard score scales was relatively straightforward. The mean and standard

deviation of the standard sample was computed for each va iable, and all means
.

adjusted to the mean test score, as the intelligence teS,t6easure furnished

the only link to the general population parameters. it was assumed that the.

original test standardization was properly .done and that the conversion table

used in chis study and with the 1958 doctorates was adequate. On the test

score variable, the standard classmate sample had a mean standard score of

56.77. The means on the five achievement variables were therefore adjusted

to this standard by adding 5.6 to the normalized rank, 1.0 to the mathematics

GPA, and subtracting 2.0 from the social studies GPA. The result was a base-

line of Che six variables which did not deviate more than 0.1 from the average

of the six. This was sufficiently accurate for the purposes of the present

study.

1'4
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...aim: six uniform measuring- sticks

For analytical: work involving particularly a deviate group such as the doC-

(

torate-holders, it is necessary to erect on this flat base -line a set of scales

with approximately equal scalar units. This was done by consideration of the stan-

dard deviations. of the classmate sample on the six variables, which, with corrected

means, were as follows:

GPA 1. GPA 2 GPA 3 GPA 4 Normalized Test

4 Languages Soc. St. Math Science Rank Score

Corrected mean 55.7 55.7 55.6 55.8 55.7 55.8

Standard deviation 16.3 16.8 18.6 17.5 9.7 9.3

The conversion from the original GPA scores to the standard scores is accomplished

by the formula:

Standard Score
10 (x - c)

= + c

where x = a given original GPA score
c = the corrected classmate mean for that GPA

= the original standard deviation

As a practical measure to facilitate'conversi\on of the computer-produced data, which

Were in terms of the original variables, a seNf conversio\ scales was constructed;

these tables are given in Appendix C. Only the GPA's, which ere set up within

this study by operational definitions determined for this study, need such correc-
t

tion; the normalizedirank and test score variables were used as found, except for

the addition of 5.6 to normalized rank to equate' it with the test Score variable.

The result of these operations is a set of scales by which deviations from a the-

oretical general population base .(that of the test Standardization) may be measured

in units based on the spread o ability within a representative sample of the class-

mates of the doctorate-holder While far from perfect, these scales 0-11, suffice

to show up patterns of ability where such patterns are pronounced enough to have

any practical significance.

18



CHAPTER III

/

PROCEDURES AND VARIABLES

The first portion of this'capter describes the proced reS that were used in

the mail-out of the data, and'its processing on return. Tie last portion describes

and defines the variables. used in the remainder of this report.

...questionnaire pre-tested

The first step in the data-collection procedure /Was to send to a group of

high school principals whoJ-ad cooperated in the study of the 1958 doctorates a
draft copy of the procedures to be used, and draft copies of the questionnaire

to be employed, referring to their 1958 doctorate alUMni, with a'request that

they try it out, and comment critically on its'practicality. On the. basis of

their comments, some changes were made in the form-and procedures, and the ques-

tionnaires sent, for printing.

...an IBM school directory

In 1952 the U.S. Office of Education published its,first complete Directory

of.Secandary Day Schools in the United States.' An earlier directory, published

in 1949, was somewhat short of complete. The IBM cards used in the preparation of

the 1951-52 directory were secured, and provided the basic data for the later (Ter-

ations of assigning school identification numbers, printing address labels, and'

'printing out a roster suitable for the coding procedure. Most of the PhD's in the

present study had graduated from high school. before 195Q, and the schools of al-

most all of them could be identified in the 1951-52 directory. Where errors in

identification were made, they were frequently corrected when the forms were re-.

turned by the high schools as not belonging to them. In a few cases it was not

possible to identify the high school of origin; this was a negligible source of

loss in the present study, however.

...a computer process

The identification of the high school of origin of each doctorate-holder was

established by means of the questionnaire whiph he had completed at the time of

his doctorate graduation. This also provided the date of high school graduation.

This information, plus his year and place of birth, as, well as the institution,

date, and field of his bachelor's and doctor's degrees, were extracted by com-

puter processes from the Doctorate Records File of the Office of Scientific

Personnel for print-out on prepared forms to be sent to the high schools. To do

this, however, the records had to be assembled by high school of origin. In order
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ti
toprovide rank within State (for those with five or more doctorate alumni) and

rank in the nation (for those with ten or more doctorate graduates), the data

then'had to be analyzed statistically. T1-assembly of eachschool's,alumni in

vo4ved a coding proceSs in which a four-digit school code number was assigned to

each high school which, together with the two-digit state identification used

thioughout the Doctorate Records operation, provided a unique code number for

each 'school. The first digit of the state code identifies the state's general

geographic region.

...the mail-out packet
0

When the computer operation was completed, it was found that,in all, 35,190

questionnaires were Mailed out to almost exactly 10,000 high schools out of the

25,000 in the United States in 1952. A cover letter adapted to the number of

doctorate alumni from each school was sent out with the questionnaire, together

with a printed roster of its,doctorate alumni and information on rank of the

school in. the state and nae'ion where appropriate. Eath school was also sent

of the previous reports based on the study of the 1958 doctorate-holders

so that they might see what results had been achieved from the previous study,

and how the data would be used in the current study. To each "state champion"

high school (the one with the largest number of doctorate alumni in the state),

and to each school with over 100 doctorate alumni, a special letter was "sent.

These schools were also sent a copy of NAS-NRC Publication 1142, "Doctorate Pro-

duction in U.S. Universities, 1920-1962." -A copy of this book was also sent to

each of the Marge -city school supeintendents. It was felt that the information

in this book would be of particular value to the educational systems which were the

major secondary-school sources of these ;doctorate- holders, and to their students.

It was also hoped that this book might serve as a minor recompense for the extra

effort required of these larger schools. A sample of the questionnaire used, of

the cover letter employd, ,
of the information sheet sent to each school re-

garding its doctorate 0.14lni is included in Appendix D.

...follow-up

Although lt-Tha8 originally been planned to mail out the questionnaires in

early October, the data-processsing requirements delayed mail-out until late

November 1963. ReplAes came in over the succeeding months, and some even-in the

following summer and fall. As they were received, they were tallied on a roster
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of all schools involved in the mail-out. It became apparent'from this tally and

from letters received in reply that returns were best from the middle-sized schools,,

poorest from the schools with one doctorate alumnus only, and deficient also from

the largest schools, Zn the spring of 1964, a follow-up letter was ;gent to all

non-respondent schools witn more than one graduate in the 1959-62 doctorate group,

followed in the fall by a similar/o.ffort for the schools with one graduate only.

Special efforts as seemed appropriate. were: made in the big cities with small re-

sponse from some of the larges schools, These efforts -in part redressed the Jim-

baItnce in response rates from schools of varibLs sizes and types,'but, as noted

in the chapter On methodology, further 'ItriMming" of the rdSponse sampi.e was ne-

cessary before data athalysis could begin,
Ai"

11 tog 11-1--io code 1--oicheck---441Puneh.--4Pmpute wri

Some of the schools replied by C:anscribing the 3tddentsr datato the ques-

tionnaire forms that had been sent; others sent photo-transcripts. In the case

of the latter, the necessary transeriptilkwas made ia the Office of Scientific

Personnel, so that all data would be in uniCorm format for further data processing.

Each form was then coded, and the coding checked by a second coder to insure maxi-_

mum accuracy. This information, as may be seee by examination of the questionnaire

form in Appendix D, includOs not only the individual's grades in the various sub-

jects, but also information about the school and the community. In th.e case of

the large cities, the schools i,thLructen to omit this in was

sought directlY from the office i the superintendent, to save transcribing it

to each individual form, Some of the superintendents did not respeind to this

inquiry; the data regarding sonocH i therefo-re stilleLncomplete and. is not in-

cluded in this report. At ,Anti-,,tiy small e::pense, it is believed, it could be

completed and a further 3tudy of thy inter-relations or individual. data,

school operating conditions, a:a relative produc:ivity, ustng the data from the

U.S.O.E Directory cards Ice tor computing number oi doctorates per 100

graduates, etc.

four CPA's computed

The school s )ject:t are ,_,,co,_T,2d on the questi nnaire corm into five subject-

matter areas: English, fore4,n innuageti, social studies, mathematics, and science.

Although grades in eaeh individnR1 subject could be studied if desired, it seemed

more logical to group tutu yeas and coliThte grade point average

for each area, to reduce the eomp)exiLe (el the data and increase reliability of the

2i
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results, Because a great many students did not have any foteign(language, and

because it is to be expected that the correlation between foreign language grades

and English grades is substantial, all langudge grdes were combined into a single

grade point average (GPA). Similarly, all social studiess were grouped. to a

social studies GPA, and GPA's computed also for math and for science--four

all. The computation of GPA's was done 64 computer after the information had

been coded, punched, and transferred to a netiC tape record. The original
,

'coding, however, was done by hand according to the'following-scheme, in ich

letter grades (or numerical grades where they were used) were transcrib d to a

uniform base:

Code Scale Letter Grade

A a

Numerical Grade

93 +

8 AB, A-, B+ 89-92

7 B 85-88

6 BC, B-, 0+ 82-84

5 C 78,81 ,

4 CD, C-, Di. 74-77

3 D. 70-73

2 DF, D- 65-69

1 F Below 65

Where schools useZJa numeric grading system different from the above, they '1,

were asked (see bottom of,the questionnaire form) to state what it is, so that

proper account could be taken of the variation. It was, of course, impossible

to take into account the school variations in the meaning of an A or B"or C in

a given course; as will be seen in are next two chaptera, there were school dif-

ferences in graLng standards. By using the uniform code Stale shown above, it

is possible from the present data to make studies ofttle quantitative differences

among schools and various categories of schools in' the grading systems employed.

The GPA's as they stand must reflect the local grading requirements, however.

..from percentile to standard score
dr-

Each school was asked to indicate the rank of each student, doctOtate-holder

and classmate, among the other members of his graduating class. In s e casts,

ti
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only a decile or quintile-or quartile standing was indicated. In most cases, how-

ever, the number of students in the class, and the graduate's relative-rank were

indicated. This information was fed into_the doMputer, and.a percentile rank

cottiputed. It was thet ransformed, by a table look-up program, into a "normal-.

ized tank" score, using the standard tables relating the percentile position to.

standard. score in a normal-distribution with a mean of 50 and standard deiatiOn

of 10. This normalized rank score is, of course, closely correlated with the,

axerage of the 'four GPA's, but has merits the GPA's do hot possess, as described

in the chapter on thodplogy.

inally, the schools were asked to provide'information on standardized in-

gence tests. There are of course a. very large number of,sh testsin use,

and there is no crossstandardized system to'relate an IQ on one test with an IQ

on another. In the absence of such a national standardization system, all data

that could be collected regarding variations in the statistical meaning and in-
r

tetiPretation of the various tests was assembled, and used to cast all of them

into,a uniform framework, using the standard score system with a mean of 50 and

standard deviation of 10. The scaling system used was the same as that used pre-.

viously in the analysis of the 1957 and 1958 data. A copy-iS in Appendix E. No

claim c.40,0bc made. as to the degree of its accuracy; its uniformity insures that

therewill.be comparability of data across any groups compared by means of this

transformation chart; because of the essentially random nature of geOgi.aphic

spread Or-the various tests,' and the fact that all tests are used in all types

of schools and for all eventual categories of doctorate-holders, no bias;dould

be introduced. into the final results by any imperfections which may exist in the

test coding chart as it stands.



CHPTER IV CLASSMATES AS A NORMATIVE ?ASE

. The general procedure for use of the classmate cases as a hortative base

for the further study of the doctorate-holders has been explained in Chapter TI.

The present chapter_ elaborates somewhat further onthe data from the classmate

group and the implications of the patterns found there.
0(

..4 snap course, tiaug Oburse

The first point_yorthy of note is -the pattern on the original uncorrected

. GPA's that required a correction Ito the mean scores. The social:studies GPA was
ot.

two standa*rd score_points above the general.average; the mathematics GPA was one

point below the general average. This represents variatious in grading stand4ras

in the courses ihVolvedi, and could be briefly stated,'perhaps in' oversimplified

form, in the terms the 'students might use: "social studies is a snap; math is

tough". There are of course tremendous variations from school to school and with-

in schools from course to, course or teacher to'tescher; the results here are mere-

ly the over-all summary from thousands of schools across the whole country. It

wold be possible, but seems unnecessary for the preivtt purposes, to sort the

data,out further into individual courses involved in the various GP4's,, and tabu-

late ability levels, as measured by the standardized tests, for those who took

the courses. It)might well be found that the students who took several mathe-

matics -courses, for example, were more able than the students who had several

social studies courses; this would, if found,. indicate that an even further cor-

rection would be in order. In this manner, it might be possible to learn a great

deal more from the present data about the characteristic variations among courses

and school grading standards in the United States, always keeping in mind'that

the present sample is not representative of all schools, but only those schools

which were the origin.of,doctorate-holders.

...the sexes differ in achievement

Among the results that are of interest in themselves, apart from what they

contribute to the study of doctorate-holders, are Andings regarding sex differences

in high school achievement and test score. The 'data given below are in terms of

corrected standard scores,, for boys and girls'among the classmates, and indicate

the number of boys and girls in each group, and the percentage of the total group

upon whom each CPA was computed.

- 16,-
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Table).

Number of Cases and Corrected Mean Standard Scores on Six Variables

By Sex, for the Classmates of Doctorte4lolders

GPA 1 #

Language
GPA.2

Soc.St.
CPA 3

. Math

GPA 4
Science

Normalized
Rank

Test
Score

Mean pf Girls 58 4 56,6 , 50.8 . 56.9 ,57.4 . 54.9

Mean of Boys4"...

, ab

53.6 54,0 54.7. 55.0. 54,4 , , 56.5

Nuoiteof Girls 4776 4,65 4292 4544 4/80 3418

Number of Boys 6042 6012 5799 5857 6051. '4283

Percent G s 99.91 99.68 89.79 95.06 100.0 71.50

Percent oys 99,84 99.35 95.82 96.79 100.0 70.78'

The above table shows rather dramatically the now familiar fact that girls

tend to be superior in verbal performance, whi,le boys compete on more nearly

equal term S in math, science, and social studies. The difference in rate of

occurrence of math and science CPA's is significant also. Practically all stu-

dents, boys and girls, have CPA's in languages and social studies, presumably

because at least some courses in these subject areas are universal. requirements.

Not so with mathematics, One girl 10 has no math courses, and one in 20 no

science courses, while among the boys 6ese ratios are one in 24 and one in 31,

respectively.
0,

...boys' schools, girls' schools

In Table 1. above, the boys :0:0 superior in measured intelligence and the

girls in normalized rank. This is in part due to variations in school type, and

selectivity, which.will be dealt with En greater detail later.. That is, boys are

more likely to be sent to spccilid, seleotive schools, and':the graduates of

these schools, in part beilae, they ire boys, are more likely to attaia doctorate

degrees. 'Consequent_ly, the chools from which they graduate are more heavily

sampled in the present study with the result that, although the present cases

are randomty'selected from among their c(assmates, they are differentially rep-

resentative of schools with the indicated selective admissions policies. It

seems probable, however, that the observed sex differences are also due in large,

measure to the fact that girls tea() to perform in the classroom in ways more likely
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to earn good grades in the typical high school. Boys are less conforMing and

docile, and are in greater measure punished for these deviations with lowered

grades.

...more boys drop out.

The effects of differential drop-out rates are-not directly apparent in the

data of the present study. In general, boys are more likely to drop out before

,completing high school than are girls, and it is for the most part the less able

ones who drop out. This would produce a higher mean measured intelligence for

high school graduate boys than girls. However, in the present, study, we have

found more boys than girls among the classmates, because of the sex=segregation

poll-cies of some schools, both public and private, and the fact th boys' schools

are more heavily represented here. It is not immediately ap'arent h ese two

selective trends can be disentangled within the-limits of the present s udy. The

results as observed, however, are in accord with the expectations from d feren-

tial drop-out rates; the measured intelligence of the boys among the clas ates

is higher than Among the girls, in spite of the boys' lesser earned grades.

It is instructiVe to compare the profiles of the boys and girls by type of

school, and in the next chapter, to compare these profiles with those of doctorate-

holders similarly sorted out. Table 2 provides the essential data.

Table 2

Means of Boys and Girls,. and Sex Differences on,Six Varia1les,
By Type of School

Sex Type of School GPA 1 GPA 2 GPA 3 CPA 4 Rank Test

Girls Public 58.4 .56.6 56.8 56.9 57.6 54.8
Denominational 58.0 56.9 56.2 56.4 -55%3 54.3
Independent 58.5 57.3 56.5 58.2 55.7 58.2

Boys Public 53.3 54.6 54.6 55.1 54.2 55.6
Denominational 54.9 56.3 54.6,- 54.2 54.9 57.8
Independent 53.9 55.2 55.2 54.8 55.3 61.7

Diff.,

G -1?

Public
Denominational

5.1
3.1

2.0

42.1

,b

2.2

1.6

1.8

2.2
3.4

.4

-0.8

-3.5
Independent 4.6 1.3 3.4 .4 -3.5

2r.
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.
The girls in all three types of schools are consistently higher in achieve-

ment-diespecially in languages--than the boys, who are consistently superior in meas-

ured aptitude. In the public schools the superiority of, the boys in tested ability

is less than one point; in both types of private schools it is 3.5 points. As a

consequence, the girls care just barely superior in normalized rank in the private

schools, but superior by over three standard scare points in the public schools,

as is shown in the bottom portion of Table 2.

When data i the boys'and girls are combined, the following mean scores are

found for normalized rank and test score for the three school types:
t.

,

Normalized Rank Test Score

Public Schools
, .

55.8 55.2

Denominational Schools 55.0 57.0

Independent Schools 55.3 61.2

This table brings out most clearly the selective admissions policies of the

private schools in this sample, particularly in the independent group. The slightly

lower normalized rank mean of the'private schools may be an indication that a higher

proportion of their graduates may have gone on to the doctorate, so that a larger

fraction of all schools in the private sector are included in this study than is

,true of the public schools. A determination as to whether or not this has actqally

occurred must await a later study.

...field differences?

The "classmate cases" were sorted out by the field of eventual specialization

of their matching doctorate-hoNters. This was done to check on the, possibility

that differences in the educational milieu, as represented by the high school peers,

might be influential in eventual field choice. Differences in ability among doc-

torate-holders had been clearly demonstrated in the study of the 1958 doctorates,

with ACCT- equivalent means ranging from 140 for the highest-scoring field down to

123 for the lowest-scoring field. Were those in the high-ability field selected

more frequently from among high-scoring classes, and'vice versa? This was readily

checked, and the results were negative with respect to measured intelligence, nor-

malized rank in class:II:and the four grade point averages. Corrected means on these

six variables for the classmates of doctorate-holders in the several fields are

given below in Table 3.

2
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Table 3

Corrected Means of Six Variables on Classmates of
Doctorate-Holders in Ten Fields of Sp ialization

Field
GPA 1

Language
GPA 2
Soc.St.

GPA 3
Math

GPA 4
Science/

Normalized
Rank

Test
Score

Math 56.3 56.0 56.0 56.5 56.1 56.7

Physics 55.9 55.7 55.5 55.8 55.9 56.0

Chem. 55.5 55.2 55.3 55.5 55.7 55.4

Geo-Sci. 55.5 55.8 56.2 55.8 56.1 55.9

Engin. 55.9 56.0 55.6 55.7 55.9 55.8

Biol. 55.6 -56.0( 56.0 56.1 55.9 55.2

Psych. 55.4 55.8 ) 55.2 55.7 55.8 57.0

Soc.Sci. 55.4 55.7 55.7 55.7 55.4 55.6

Arts 55.3 5.1%4 55.1 55.7 55.3 56.2
W

Educ. 56.0 55.6 55.8 56.0 55.8 55.4

Total 55.7 55.7 55.6 55.8 55.7 55.8

Whether there is any relation between field of eventual specialization and

predominant sex of classmates (largely a function of special rather than coeduca-

tional schools) was also explored. The percentage of males among classmates, and

the standard errors of these percentages, by field, are shown in Table 4 below.

4 Table 4
\\

Percentage of Boys among *the Classmates of Doctorate-Holders
By Field of Doctorate, with Standard Errors of rercentages

Field Percent Males Field Percent Males

Mathematics 57.5 t 2.7 Biology 54.9 ± 1.2

Physics 56.9 17 1.8 Psychology 57.6 t 1.5'

Chemistry 56.0 ± 1.3 Social Sciences 59.6 ± 1.4'

Geo-Sciences 62.8 t 3.0 Arts & Professions 55.2 t 1.3

Engineering 56.2 ± 1.5 Education 51.0 ± 1.3

General Average = 55.97.
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The fields of geo-sciences, sbcial sciences, and education differ signifi-

cantly from the mean percentage for all fields combined. This may be in part a

function of type of school, as other studies (see Scientific Manpower Report #5,

18 Jan. 1965) have shown that educators come predominantly from public schools,

and in this sector, disproportionately from the smeller schools, few of which

are segregated by sex. It is also true that percentage of females among educa-

tion doctorate-holders is high; to the extent they come from girls' schools,

the percentage of males among the peers of the education group would be lowered.

,Social scientists come disproportionately fp6m denominational and independent

schools, and from large-city public schools, which are segregated by sex more

frequently than. is true of the medium-size publft schools. The high proportion

of males among the classmates of geo-scientists'eannot' be explained yip readily

in terms of type of school, as this group also comes disproportionately from pub-

lic schools, with an average percentage from independent schools and an unusually

small percentage from denominational high schools.

...size and type of school

Ability variations by size and type of school are shown by the following

table, which includes numbers of cases, corrected means on normalized rank, and

intelligence test mean values. in the largest and smallest size categories the

numbers of cases from the private schools, both denominational and independent,

are too small forMaliable statistics; all size categories above 10 students per

graduating class have been retained nevertheless in order to compare data for the

public schools'of various sizes. Variations in means of normalized rank occur by

'both size and type of school because these factors were ignored in selecting the

representative sample of cases (only region and percentile rank were explicitly

considered). Because type and size of school are related, as are also type and

region, there are some rather complex interactions which may have made the private

school cases of both types somewhat less representative of their own base population

than are the public schools which form tHe great bulk of the cases. This caution

should be kept in mind in any interpretation of,he\patterns found in Table 5.

The over-all variations in normalized rank (see column for "all types"), as

one reads down Table 5' from the smallest to the largest'schools, amount to three

points in,standard score (.2g), half of it in the first step. This is probably due



Table 5

Corrected Standard Score Means on Normalized Rank
and Test Score by Size and Type of School

Size of Grad-
uating Class

Normalized Rank Test Score

Public Denom.- Indep.
All

Types Public Denom. Indep,
All

Types

1-19 53.-5 55.0 52.5 53.6 54.2 57.5 57.5 55.3
20-39 55.8 54.6 53.9 55.3 54.0 56.2 60.0 55.7
40-59 54.8 55.2 55.9 55.0 52.8 56.9 60.4 54.7.

60-99 55.4 54.4 55.9 55.3 54.5 56.1 59.4 55.3
100-199 56.0 54.7 58.0 56.0 550 57.7 64.2 56.0+
200-499 56.0 56.2 53.3 56.0 55:6- 57.5 64.8 55.9
500 & u 56.4 55.4 51.1 56.4 56.3 55.6 61.0 1 56.3

Total,
sizes

all

t 55.8 55.0 55.3 55.7 55.2 57.0 61.2 I 55.8

to the fact that the PhD-holder is generally from the upper part of the class (typi-

cally one a above the mean; only one out of 8 from the lower half) and that his

elimination leaves selection of a classmate from a remainder of lower average rank.

In the larger classes, this occasional elimination has small weight; in the classes

smaller than 20, and particularly smaller than 10, it has a marked effect. This

probably accounts also for the lower over-all normalized rank means for the pri-
r

vate schools; small classes are more typical for them than for the public schools.

There seems to be no significant trend in the normalized rank variable except for

the classes of fewer than 20. As mentioned earlier, the values for the private

schools in ti4 smallest and largest categories are unreliable because of, the small

number of cases.

...urban = verbal?

The-relation of intelligence test score to class size is weak but discernible,

and in the expected positive direction, particularly for the publi4ischools. A

rural-urban difference in intelligence test scores has been repeatedly observed

over the past 40 years, and undoubtedly explains the class-size differential. In

0 each class size category for which reliable data are available, the denominational

school mean is higher than that for public schools, and the independent school mean

highest of the three types. -Whether the schools sampled in the present study are

equally unrepresentative of all three types of high schools cannot be immediately

determined. In all, the original returns represented a sampling of 7458 schools

3C
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out of 25,000; the'reduced sample used in the tabulations here includes about

4000'schools or 161.'of the national total. Generalization to thd whole set of

schools of any 713.? would therefore be unwarranted on the basis of preSentlif

available control data.

...regional patterns

Table 6
V
below gives data on normalized rank and test scores by geogra hic

region. Variations in-aprmalized rank are small, in spite of the fact tha it

was necessary to eliminatesItctively from some regions more-than from others

to miniuize the loss from the 'regions of lowest total response rate, and the

further fact that eliminations were from the upper half of the ability range.

The "penalized" regions (principally the northeastern regions) have scores as

high' as the others. One interpretation of'this fact, and a pleasant one to make,

is ,that the trimming was in faCt effective in eliminating "surplus" cases from

categories that were originally over-represented. The results indicate as a

pinimum that the several regions are, on the average, fairly represented.

In intelligence test means, the regional variations follow a familiar

pattern, with the heavily urbanized northeast,regions scoring highest and the

rural areas scoring lowest. The somewhat lowered mean for the Pacific area is

_probably due to the fact that most of the city of Los Angeles was omitted. Only
ti

few classmate records were received from that city, although data on the doctorate-
_

holders from Los Angeles were furnished by its Central Records Bureau.

I
Table 6

Normalized Rank and Intelligence Test Mean'
Scores by Geographic Region

Normalized
Rank

Test
. Score

55.6 New England 56.6
55.8 Middle Atlantic 56.8

A0.7. East North Central 55.5
55.3 West North Central 54.6

55.6 South Atlantic 55.3

55.9 East South Central 52.7
55.7 West South Central 55.5

56.1 Mountain 55.5

56.2 Pacific 54.9

3i



CHAPTER V THE DOCTORATE-HOLDERS

All the p-receding chapters are prologue. Major interest centers on the

doctorate-holde Two chapters,will deal with this subject insomewhat dif-

ferent fashion. This chapter will deal with patterns of scores that can be

visually compared, The next will deal with a much more sophisticated statis=

tical comparison -.o e.,..pafterns, utilizing a multiple discriminant analysis tcidis-

tinguish maximally between various fields of eventual-doctorate on the basis of

high school data. Tte paragraphs below describe the techniques of insuring that

the visualized patterns found in this chapter represent realities of the data

and not artifacts of procedure.. This description is partially redundant on

Chapter II, '4hich described methodology; it is presented here in a somewhat dif-

ferent form to-facilitate understanding of the process.

The corrections used with the classmates to remove average differences in

the four GPA's are supplemented to correct for variations in the standard devia-

tions, or spread of the scores above and below the mean. The illustration below

for GPA I, languages, shows the successive steps which are condensed in the form- /-

ula given in Chapter II.

70.81 from the original mean of the doctorate-holders is subtracted

-55%'65 the original mean of the classmates. This givEs the

15.16 difference in original scale points.

Dividing this difference by the standard deviation Of the classmates,

15.16 4.,16.27 = .932 we have the mean of the doctorate-holders,

expressed in units of the standard deviation

of the classmates. As the standard score scale divides the standard

deviation into ten points, we multiply this value by 10 and add the

classmate mean,

9.32 + 55.65 = 64.97, rounded to 65fb

to get thecorrectedgrand mean of the doctorate - holders, in standard

score terms, for GPA 1.

A similar procedure was used with the other GPA's, with the addition of the

corrections for subject-matter differences, discussed in Chapter II, which sub-

- 24
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tract two points (2.0) from the social studies scale and add one point (1.0) to

the. mathematics scale. The result is fo4r corrected GPA's, a0,follows:

GPA L GPA 2 GPA 3 GPA 4

Languages Social Studies Mathematics Science

65.0 65.7 64.4 65.9

AS noted in Chapter II, the procedures described above were7Used to produce 1

conversion tables from the original scale GPA's to the corrected standard score

scales. These tables are reproduced in Appendix C. All of the data in the rest

of this chapter will be in terms of these standard score scales. A .standard pro-

file is completed with the addition of two more variables:rLthe test standard

score and the normalized rank, corrected by adding to the original score 5.6

points to minimize the differenee between the test scale and normalized rank

scale. It is this corrected normalized rank score which will be, used in all

subsequent tables.

The full profile of six variables for the doctorate group is not as flat .as

that of the classmates, for a number of reasons, at least a few of.which are known.

(Many other causes of variation no doubt exist, including inaccuracies of they scal-

ing technique.) The profile of the entire doctorate analysis group will be used

repeatedly in what follows as a frame of reference against which to evalte the

profiles of a number of sub-groups. It therefore deserves some e4Minat,ion.at

this point. The six-point doctorate profile,is as follows:

GPA 1 GPA 2 GPA 3 GPA 4 s Rank Test

65.0 65.7 .64.4 65.9 66.5 64.9

The fact thatthe normalized rank standard score is higher than the average

of the four GPA's (from which; in. essence, it is drawn) is predictable on the

basis of statistical regression. This may best be understood by considering a

set of students who attain "A" grades in various subjects. Of all those who have

"A" in, English, for example, some will have "B" or "C!'' in trigonometry, history,

somechemistry, while those wha have "A" in trigrometry will include some who have

"C" or "B" in the other subjects, and so on. The studentwho has two "A'S" is

rarer than one with a single "A", and therefore statistically has a higher per-

centile Likewise those with three and four "A'P'are still rarer, and,

would have still higher percentiles, which would of course convert to higher

0
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standard scores. Viewed from.anotheT angle, oi)e could. Say that if a given letter

grade. had a constant meaning in percentile terms, a student who, scores 4 A's and

2 B's on weekly examinations would have an A as a six-week average, not A- as

might be supposed. So with the doc'torate.-holders as a group; they are superior

students, on the whole, but not with entire consistency -They are not "straight

A" students. They slip up here and .there in one subject-matter area or another.

But when the grades of a generally-superior group such as this are collected into

one over-all grade point(average, and this over-all score is interpreted as a

normalized rank, they will be more outstanding on the normalized rank than'would

be shown,by a simple averaging of the scores on the separate components.

... profiles, profiles, profiles

Using this generalized profile as a basis of comparison, we will examine the

data by year of graduation; by sex; by marital status at time of PhD; by school,

size, type, and location; by field of specialization for the,doctdrate; and by

various combinations of these factors. In general, the simpler comparisons will

be made first, proceeding gradually to the more complex ones.

Fears that the increasing number of doctorates represents a dilution of

quality Seem quite unwarranted on the basis of the datafor the time trend--or

lack of trend over the four years of this study, as shown below in Table 7.

Table 7

Ability Profiles of Doctorate-Holders by Year of PhD

Year of GPA 1
f

GPA 2 GPA 3 GPA 4 Ndrmalized Test
Doctorate Language Soc.St. Math Science Rank Score

1959 65.0 65.6 64.4 65.7 66.5 ,64.9

1960 64.9 65.5 64.2 65.7 66.4 65.0

1961 65.1 65.9 64.4 65.8 66.5 64.9

1962 65.0 65.7 64.5 66.1 66.4 64.9

Variations in the pattern of the GPA's are small and inconsistent. The varia-

tions in measured ability and in normalized rank, which are the best over-all indi-

cators of general ability, show absolutely no trend over, the four years of this

study. A direct comparison with the previous studies of 1957 and 1958 doctorate-

holders cannot be made without going back to the data for those years and selecting

samples in the same manner as the samples were selected for the current study. As

4}
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noted in the chapter on methodology, the 20,440 cases inthe present study were

selected to be representative of the whole doctorate population by region, school

type, and school size. The data published for the 1958 doctorate-holders were
ts.

unselected, and certainly represented the large, highly selective schools of

the metropolitan areas more heavily than the smaller schools, and the north and

east more strongly than the southern and mountain areas, where the test scores

tend to run lower. Thereforb, no comparison with the earlier years will be

attempted at this time; the data for the ,four years here shown, which were

treated in identical manner, show that there is, at least over this pexiod, as

constant an ability level as these measures are capable of measuring.

kti

In the examination of the classmate data, it was noted that the boys were

superior in test score, but that the girls were superior in achievement in high

,school, and that this was true for all three school types. A similar examination

of the data on doctorate-holders is of interest, and is shown in Table 8.

Table 8

Sex'

High School Profiles of Men and 1comen.Doctorate-Holders
By Type of School, and 8,1c Difference Scores on Six Variables

GPA 1 GPA 2 GPA 3 GPA 4 Normalized Test

School Type Language Soc.St. Math Science Rank Score

F Public 70.0 68.7 66.7 67.6 70.7 66.5

Denominational 70.8 69.5 68.6 68.8 68.6 66.2

'Independent 67.7 661.3 1.5 67.2 .66,4 67:7

Public 64.5 65.5 64.2 65.7 66%1 64.6

Denominational 65.6 65.7 64.5 65.6 &6.6 64.9

Independent 61.8 62.3 62.4 63.8 64.2 66.8

F-M Public 5.5 3.N :2.5 1.9 4.6 1.9

Denominational 5-.2 3.8 4.1 3.2 . 2.0 1.3

Independent 4.0 3.1 3.4 2.2 .9

The familiar pattern of maximum difference in favOr of the women in languages

again appears, burvit is partfclrly noteworthy that the women,ThD's are superior

not only in achieve tent; but also ,- mo_Aurud aptitude. This confirms the finding

of the earlier study of 1958 doctoL,. nolders, in which it was found that the
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women PhD's were brighter, by any index that was used, than men ink. the same

fields of specialization. Another way of looking at the data it the above table

is to consider the differences between the doctorate-holders and their, classmates,

holding sex and school type constant. This is done in 'Table 9 below.

Table 9

Differences between Doctorate-Holders and Their Classmates,
On Six Vari)bles, by Sex and Type of High School

School GPA 1 GPA 2 GPA 3 GPA 4 Normalized Test

Sex Type Languages Soc.St. Math Science . Rank Score

F Public 11.6 12.1 9.9 10.7 13.1 11.7

DenCeitational 12.8 12.6 12.4 12.4 13.3 11.9

Independent 8.7 9.0 9.0 9.0 10,7 9.5

M Public 11.2 10.9 9,6 10.6 11.9 9.0.

Denominational 10.7 9.4 9.9 11.4 11.7 7.1

Independent 7.9 7.1 7.2 9.0 .8.9 5.1

In Table 9, where boys are compared with boys, andAliorls with girls, any 41

generalized sex difference is cancelled out, leaving only that which may be attri-

butedbuted to secondary factors associated with the fact that relatively few women o

on to the d'oetorate, and are accordingly more highly selected on ability than are

the men. On each variable, for each school type, the difference between the doc-

torate- holders and classmates is greater for the women tliah for the men, and it

does not change very much from one variable to another, within school type. The

variations by school type are informative, also. For women, the greatest differ-
%

ences are in the denominational category; for men, in the public school category,

and for both sexes, the smallest differential is in the independent schools. This

would strongly indicate that the independent schools, which have the highest averag(

ability,level, send more of their graduates on to the doctorate--quite as would be

expected on the basis of the socio-economic status of their parentS,

When the superiority of women over men doctorate-holders was noted in the study

of the 1958 graduates, the hypothesis was advanced that this was due primarily to

the greater hurdles that the women had to overcome to attain the doctorate degree.

As a consequence of "higher hurdles" it was hypothesized that only the more able

made it. If this hypothesis is correct, then it might well follow that if still

greater hurdles were put in "the way, still higher ability levels would be found

3L
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for the 'successful graduates. This can be tested in the present case by compering
4

the ability levels of those women who were married at the time they attained the

doctorate with thod'e who were sing4p. It is assumed, in doing this, .that marriage

and its attendant responsibilities is a handicap rather than a help in further

academic attainment for the women. Table 10 and Figures 1 and 2 provide. the

4 t
data relevant to this question for all fields in which the number of women. was

sufficient, for reliable statistics. In math, physics, geo-sciences, and engineer-

ing the trend was'the same, but the small numbers of women make the detailed data

unreliable. The illustrations in Figures 1 and 2 were selected to show both na-

tural and'sociail sciences'; as Table 10 shows, similar trends are.evident4n all

the fields:

The hypothesis with regard to relative abilities of the men and women, and

with respect to married vs. single women gains strong support from the data -of

Table 100 The data with respect to the men, however, raises another question:

why the superiority of the single men as compared with the married? A nuMber. :

of hypotheses (the most interesting ones merely facetious) immediately suggest

lit

t emselves. In any'event, the "hurdles" hypothesis advanced with respect to

t women does not seem to be very useful here. More probably a satisfactory .

explanation is to be found by considering the variables which correlate posi- -

tively with marital status and negatively with ability. One of these is age.

It seems quite reasonable to expect that those who are slowest in completion of

doctoral requirements are, on the average, less able scholastically than those

whol.complete the requirements earlier; being older, they are much'more likely

to be married by the time the degree is earned. In then. 'study of the high school

backgrounds of the 1958 doctorate-holders, the ability level of the older men in

each field was found to be 16wer than that of the younger men, as is generally

found in any age-grade .comparibon, A fall exploration of the reasons for the

ability differential between Married and single men is beyond the feasible scope

of the present report; it is expected that further study will provide a defini-

tive testbf the hypothesis here advanced.

3
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Table 10

High School Ajility Profiles, by Field, for Men and Women PhDs
By Marital Status at Time of Doctorate

Field Sex
Mar.
Stat. GPA 1 GPA 2 GPA 3 GPA 4

Normalized Test
Rank Score

All Fields
Combined F marr 70.3 68.8 67.4 68.4 71.0 68.3

sgl 69.8 68.7 66.7 67.3 69.7 65.4

tot 70.0 68.7 66.9 67.8 -"e70.2 66.6

M marr 63.9 64.9 63.7 65.2 68.4. 64:5

--,

sgl

tot

66.9
,

64.4

67.4

65.4

65%9

64,0

67:7

65.6

65.5

, 66.1

65.8

64.7

Chemistry F " mgrr 71.1 70.6 72.2 '72.2. 72.9 69.9
sgl 71.4 71,0 72.0. 71.4 72.0 68.0

M marr 65.6 66.7 67.0 69.0 67.8 65.2
sgl 67.2 68.1 67.7 69.8 it 69.6 66.2

Bio-Sciences F marr 71.3 70.1 69.E 71.4 72.7 69.6
sgl 70.5 70.0 68.3 70.0 70.8 66.4

M marr 62.5 63.8 62.6 64.9 63.8 62.0
sgl 65.0 66.0 64.1 67.3 66.1 63.2

Psychology F marr 70.2 68.6 67.0 67.6 70.1 69.3
sgl 70.2 67.8 66.1 67.2 . 69.9 66.6

M marr 61.8 62.9 60.5 62.3 62.8 64.7
sgl 64.0 64.5 62.1 63.8 64.8 65.2

Social Sciences F marr 72.5 71.5 , 68.0 70.0 71.8 68.0
sgl 70.4 69.4 66.6 68.6 69.3 66.7

M marr 64.3 66.2, 62.4 63.9 65.5 64.8
sgl,,::" 67.3 68.2 63.9 66.0 67.6 65.2

Arts and
Professions marr 72.1 69.9 67.9 69.3 72.2 68.3

sgl 71.6, 70.0 67.8 67.6 71.7 66.8

M marr 65.2 65.4 62.7 6 N.k 65.6 65.4
sgl 68.6 68.2 65.0 66.5° 69.3 66.4

Education F marr 66.5 65.1 .63.5 64.1 66.9 64.4
sgl 67.7 66.8 64.4 65.1 66.8 61.5

M marr , 60.9, '62.2 60.0 61.1 61.7 60.3
sgl 64.1 64.3 61.4 62.9 63.5 59.2

0
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Figure 1
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Figure 2

Profilei o f Social'Scientists, by Sex and?iarital Status

At Doctorate, on Six High School Variables .
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...schools large and small

Size of graduating class has been found to be related to doctorate productivity.

The ability level of the PhD graduates of these schools is,-accordingly, of con-

siderable interest. If the 'llurdles" hypothesis evoked with respect to the women

doctorates is to apply here, one would expect that the graduates of the small

schools (at least the small public schools) who eventually attain doctorates

would be more able that those of the larger schools with more favorable condi-

tions. For the purpose of evaluating this hypothesis, only normalized rank and

test score variables appear to be pertinent, and these need to be compared with

those of the classmates from schools of the same size and type, to'control any

artifacts which may apply tp both the doctorate-holde4s and others alike. Table 11

gives the data on the doctorate-holders by size and type of school. Table 12 gives,

the doctorate-classmate differences for these two variables, also by size and type

of school.

Table 11

Normalized Rank
By School

Size of Grad-
uating Class Public

and Test Score Means
Type and Size of

Normalized Rank

on Doctorate-Holders
Graduating

All
Tyke.,

Class

Test Score
All

Indep. TypesDenom. Indep. Public Denom.

1-19' 64.6 65.1 62.9 64.5 63.6 67.2 66.5 .64.6

20-39 66,1 64.6 64.1 65.6 64.0 65.0 66.5 64.6

40-59 66.3 658 63.6 65.9 63.4 63.7 67.1 64.0

60-99 66.7 67.5 65.5 66.7 64.5 65.9 65.3 64.8

100-199 66.5 67.6 65.5 66.6 64.4 65.4 68.6 64.7

200-499 66.9 69.8 63,4 67.9 65.2 64.1 68.3 65.2

500 & up 66.3 67.5 66.8 66.3 65.2 63.8 68.5 65.2

Total, all
sizes 66.5 66.9 64.4 66.5 64.8 65,1 66.9 64.9
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Table 12

PhD-Classmate Differences in N-rmalized Rank and Test Score
By School Type and Size of Graduating Class

Normalized Rank TLst Score
Size of Grad-
uatin Class PUblic Denom. 0 Inde

All
Types Public Denom. Inde

All
T 'es

1-19 11.1 10.1 10.4 q0.9 9.4 9.7 9.0 9.3
20-39 10.3 10.0 10.2 10.3 10.0 8.8 6.5 8.9
40-59 1.1.5 ' 10.6 7.7 10.9 10.6 6.8 6.7 9.3
60-99 11.3 13.1 9.6 11.4 10.0- 9.8 5.9 9.5
100-199 10.5 12.9 7.5 10.6 8.6 7.7 4.4 8.7
200-499 10.9 13.6 10.1 11.9 9.6 6.6 3.5 9.3
500 & up 9.9 12.1 15.7 9.9 1 9.9 8.2 7.5 8.9

Total, all
sizes 10.7 11.9 9.1 10.8 '9.6 8.1 5.7 9.1

Very little data of either' of the above tables shoWs any consistent trends,

with two possible exceptions: the'PhD-classmate difference for the independent

schools seems to be negatively related toiiize of graduating class, and there

seems to be a mild negative correlation between test score an class size for

the public school column. It must be. remembered, in interpret ng Tables 11 and

12,that the data for the larger class sizes are unreliable for the private schools,

both church-related and independent, because the numbers of cases in these cate-

gories are small. In summary, no support is found here for the "hurdles" hypo-

thesis, insofar as the supposed handicap of small class size is concerned.

... private- parochial - public hierarchy maintained

It is worth noting that, with respect to measured ability, the independent

schools rank first in five ou of seven class sizes, and the public schools rank

third in fiVeeut of seven si es, the exceptions being the largest class sizes,

where data'fot the private chools are unreliable; and where selectivity of the

public schools is most frequently encountered.

...above and beyond tested ability

Another comparison in Tables 11 and 12 is perhaps more significant than

those concerned with the "hurdles" hypothesis. The.doctorate-holders are higher

on normalized rank than on test score in 23 of the 28 possible comparisons by

size and type of school. The exceptions are in the smaller of the private schools
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of both categories. When the PhD-classmate differences are examined, the norm-

alized rank scores show the greatest difference in all but one cell, where there

is no difference. For the total of all schools in Table 12,,the PhD-classmate

difference is 10.8 points normalized rank and 9.1 points in test score. A

.

small portion of this difference WO could he accounted for on the basis of

the larger stanciard deviation of the normalized rank scares 0.7) as compared

with that of the test scores (9.3). Allowing for this difference in distributions,

the PhD-classmate difference in normalized score is still larger than the'test

score difference by 147.--not a large amount, but enough to suggest further exam-

ination. For the public schools, the ratio of the two differences (normalized

rank/test score) is only 1.06; for the denominational schools, it is 1.41,and

for the independent schools It is 1.53. Earlier data have indicated--in line

with prior expectations--that the grading standards of the private schools, .and

.particularly the independent ones, are more rigorous than those of the public

schools, perhaps largely in consequence of thei,,r,getive admissions policies,

as compared with the "comprehensive" role of most of the public high schools.

Within the private school group, the PhD graduates are more outstanding relative

to their classmates on nof_Tmlized rank than they are on test score, whereas in

the public schools the dii:.fe-zeece Is minimal. Whether this same pattern would

hold with respect to highly--httve public schools is an interesting question,

but one which could not he ,u ,wed with:in the time and budget limitations of the

present investisati.un.

This pattern of at rank vs. test score might be interpreted to

indicate th,it the eventual du(!or-hoiders are not only brighter, but, for a

given level of native abiJA), are studious than their non-PhD classmates.

In view of the ...aTortaPce -getting hit:through the educational system,

up to and including groduh; this would seem to be a reasonable inter-

pretation. Rank in high school cl,I.;s is gencraily,tound to be at least as good

a predictor at z-,alle,gi:! score, spite of the wide variations

found in school standards. Whether it would be as good a

predictor of non-ncac,:nolic of course quite another question--and one

which might he youth atiog if suitable non-academic criteria

could he developed.

4 (.4
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...so the Yankees win again

Regional differences in doctorate productivity (the.proportion of high

school graduates eventually achieving doctorates) have been found to be con-
.

siderable. These differences iwproductivity are correlated with variations

in ability level as measured by standard tests, as shown In Table 13, below.

This table gives ability levels not only of the doctorate-holders, but also of

their classmates, and includes the average PhD-classmate difference for normal-

ized rank and for test score.

Table 13

Regional Variations in Normalized Rank and Test Score

Region

For Doctorate-Holders and Classmates

Normalized Rank

Doctorate-
Holders

Test Score

PhD-Clsmt.,
Difference

Doctorate-
Holders

Class-
mates

PhD.*Clsmt.

D fference

Class-
mates

New England 66.1 55.6 10.5 65.3 56.6 8.7

Middle Atlantic 64.4 55.8 10.6 66.1 56.8 9.3

East North Central 66.7 55.7 11.0 64.8 55.5 9.3

West North Central 65.9 55.3 10.6 63.8 54.6 9.2

South Atlantic 66.5 55.6 10.9 64.4 55.3 9.1

East South Central 66.5 55.9 10.6 62.6 52.7 9.9

West South Central 66.3 55.7 10.6 64.2 55.5 8.7

Mountain 65.6 56.1 9.5 63.5 55.5 8.0

Pacific . 67.6 56.2 11.4 64.0 54.9 9.1

U.S. Total 66.5 55.7 10.8 64.9 "55.8 9.1

In Table l3, the inter-regional variations in normalized rank. are not large,

as these scores,are based on local norms. The variations in tested ability are I

considerable, however, on both doctorate and classmatE iat,=:, and are so highly

correlated (rank-order correlation is .80) that the,Phi, classmate difference shows

small variation from region to region.. The same correlation on the normalized rank'

data is .62, while the inter-regional correlation between normalized rank and test

score, for the doctorate-holders, is only .15. For individuals the correlation

would of course be much higher. One regional anomaly that may be other than mere

random-sampling variation is the low PhD-classmate difference in the mountain

states, on both normalized rank and test score. An explanatory hypothesis, which

would have to be checked by reference to other data, is that these data very largely

reflect the influence of Utah, where the Mormon culture has encouraged a very high

A4
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proportion of the students to go on to advanced education, thus reducing the

difference between the doctorate-holders and high school graduates in general.

The distribution of school types is not uniform across the United States;

private schools tend to be concentrated in the northeastern section. For this

reason, a further table was produced, by type of school and geographic region,

but limiting the geographic break-out to three areas: New England, the Middle

Atlantic states, and all others. The basic data are given in Table 14, and ab-

breviated "profiles" are shown in Figure 3. The GPA scores have been left off

these protileS', as they are substantially reflected in the normalized rank score.

Table 14

Ability Profiles by High School. Type in Three Regions

Region Type
GPA 1
Lens.

64.4
64.4
59....

GPA 2 GPA 3
Soc:St, Math

66.0 64.2

64.8 64.1

60.2 .60.5

.GPA 4 Normalize
Science Rank

65.7 67.0'

,64.6' 65.8

.62.0 63.7

.,..st

Score

64.8
64.5
67.1

New England
Public
Denominational
Independent

Middle Atlantic
Public
Denominational
Independent

63.0
64.3
62.5

....,.

64.4 6,3-3

64.5 63.0
62,5 62.3

, 64.6
64.7
64.5

66.4
;66.3
64.8

! .66.1

65.7
67.3'

All Other
Regions

Public
Denominational
Independent

65.9
68.0
65.2

----,---

66.3 64.9
67.5 66.5

65.5 65.2

66.4.

67.2
156.2

66.5
67-.4

65.0

64.1
64.8
66.5

U.S. TOTAL
Public
Denominational.
Independent

65.0
66.5

62.4

65.7 64.4
66.3 65.2

62.9 . 62.7

65.8
66.2

64.3

66.5
66.9
64.4

64.8

65.1
66.9

The data for ail doctorate-holders, f6r 'all types of schools and all regions

combined, are shown in Figure 3 as a reference line against which the other patterns

may be compared. In New England, for cxample, the public schools are slightly above

this reference line in normalized rank, and slightly below it in test score, while
/

the denominational schools are below on both variables. Exactly the reverse is

true in the combined total f Regions 3 through 9, while in the Middle Atlantic

states all three school types are below the reference line on normalized rank and

above it on test score. The o,itstanding feature of Figure 3, of course, is the
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Figure .3

Abbreviated "Frofiles" by Type of School, in Three Regions
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performance of the independent schools, which in all regions, but especially in

New England, go counter to the trend of all the other schools. The relatively

low score on normalized rank is undoubtedly a reflection of the fact that a high

proportion of the graduates of th6e schools go on to the doctorate, thus lower-

ing the percentile rank of the doctorate - attaining group.

...the two cultures

Field differences in normalized rank, math-science GPA, and test score were

noted in the report on the 1958 doctorate-holders. 'he more extensive data of

the present study, and its more accurate calibration, permit these factors to be

examined in greater and more usul detail. The -basic data for a general view

of the ,results are given in Table 15, which has means for all six of the high school

variables for each of ten doctorate fields. The same data are presented graphically

in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows profiles of the nat,ural*ipcience fields; Figu're 5

shows profiles of the social sciences, arts, and professions. In,each of the

figures, the general average profile of all PhD fields combined is also included

as a reference line. This is particularly important because the standard score

scale ranges on the two graphs are not the same: in Figure 4 the scale runs from

63 to 71; in Figure 5 it runs from 60 to 68'.

Field

Table 1.5

High School Achievement and Aptitude Measures

For Ten Fields of Doctorate Specialization

GPA 1 GPA 2 CFA 3 GPA 4 Normalized Test
Languages SQC.St. Math Science Rank Score

Mathematics 67.7 61.5 70.5 69.6 69.9 69.4

Physics 67.8 68.0 70.2 70.9 70.6 69.2

Chemistry 66.2 67.2 67.5 9.4 68.4 65.6

Geo-Sciences 63.8 6,=1.9, 63.9 66.0 65.6 64.7

Engineering 66.6 67.2 69.2 69.8 69.5 66.9

Bio-Sciences 63.6 64.7 63.4 65.7 64.9 62.7

Psychology 63.5 64.1 61.6 63:3 64.3 65.4

Social Sciences 65.4 66.9 63.0 64.7 66.3 65.1

Arts & Professions 66.8 66.7 63.9 65.2 67.2 65.9

Education b2.3 6i.1 60.9 61.9 62.7 60.5
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Figure 4

High School Profiles of Science Doctorates
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Figu're 5

High School Profiles of Doctorates in Social Sciences, Arts, & Professions'
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...the general hierarchy

The two sets of profiles deserve careful study, as both the form of each

profile and its general elevation provide significant information. The general

level is -she feature that first strikes the eye. The "hard sciences" of physics

and chemistry, together with mathematics and engineering, are a distinct group

at the top of Fisure 4, well above the generalized profile of all fields com-

bined. Ge(17sciehces ali'd-bio-sciences range in general below the generalized all-

field profile. In Figure 5,'the "arts and professions" group is aboVe the gen-

eral profile except in math and science GPA,'s; the social sciences profile criss=

crosses the generalized p efile, while psychology and education are well'below

except for the test score v iable for psychology. Beyond these first observa-

tions regarding general elettion of the profiles, details of form are particu-

larly important.

...profile form is important

The two top fields in Figure 4, mathematics and physics,. are closely re-

lated disciplines, and yet the characteristic differences in the fields at the

doctorate level are reflected in the profiles derived from high school data.

The students who eventually became mathematicians did slightly better in mathe-

matics in high school; the eventual physicists did distinctly better in th,

boretory sciences in high school, and were somewhat better over-all achie ers,

although on tested aptitude there was a slight advantage for the eventual mathe-

maticians. This pettern of differences, it might be recalled, was also noted on

the 1958 doctorate-holders. The third profile of this physical science group is

that for engineering, whieN4closely parallels that for the physicists, but is in

general about one standard score point lower on the achievement variebles, and

two points lower on tested scholastic aptitude. The chemistry profile is .again

nearly parellei and a bit lower except that chemists and engineers ate tied on

social studies CPA and the engineers are about two. points higher on mathematics.

In ail four of these profiles, the mathematics GPA is abOve the language and

social studies CPA; in this characteristic they are distinctly different from

all the cqher doctorate fields'. It may be well to note too at this point that

the math prefile'is the only one of the ten fields in which the mathematics GPA

is higher than the science GPA, and the only science field in which science GPA

is lower than the normalized rank score. It is the only science profile in

which language GPA exceeds social studies (MA One might hazard the generali-

zation that the mathematics profile indicates a much greater relative strength

in the areas dealing with form t0A-1.in the areasdealing wiEh substantive con-

tent. s,

5L
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...earth and life sciences

The geo-science and bio-science profiles parallel rather closely the gen-

eral profile of all fields combined, except for a relative strength in science
4

GPA, and the relatively poor showing of the bio-science group on measured ap-

titude. In connection with the latter it should be noted that this group comes

in large part from the rural areas, where depressed scores on standardized tests

are quite characteristic; this might well be interpreted in this light rather

than in terms of a vast difference in native ability. In both of these fields,

in4contrast to the four at the top of the figure, the mathematics GPA is dis-

tinctly below the social studies GPA and on a par with the language GPA. The

relative weakness in tlequantitative area may well have been important for a

large number of these people in choosing fields in which substantial success

could be attained without rigorous mathematical treatment of data.

...and the humanities

The "arts and professions" profile in Figure 5 is parallel to and above

the generalized all-field profile c4cept for the math and s ience GPA's, which

are markedly epressed. The high contrast between this profile and the pro-

files of the physical scientists vividly calls to mind C. P. Snow's description

of the "two cu ures". If there is a communications gap between these two

cultures, there i evidenceehere that it begins as far back as high school, and

probably earlier. The contrast is even greater with respect to the social sci-

ences group, which, in this tabulation, includes histjy (sometimes classified

with humanities-rather than social sciences). The social science and arts pro -

"files are in general parallel except for the specific areas in which differences

are to be expectedthe notably greater verbal achievement of the humanities

group and greater social studies achievement of those who eventually att0n

doctorates in social sciences. The final two profiles are those of psychology

and 'educationquite parallel in the four tl'A fields, diverging somewhat more

in normalized rank, and substantially differe in test score. With respect to

the latter, it may be recalled that the psychologists come in large part from

the big city schools; the educators in much greater proportion from small-town

and rural sources.

,..but the fields are not homogeneous

In the foregOng.discussion of profiles, each field has been taken as a

whole, without regard to the fact tHt wide variations exist within the fields.

Some are relatively homogeneous; others, such as bio-sciences, encompass a very
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wide diversity of component fields, each distinct from at least some of the

others. For a closer loo!: at the within-field structure, further break -`outs

were attempted.

...200+ fine fields subfield groups

The first step in examining in,tra-field profiles was to assemble the data

for each of the subftelds that is coded'in the Doctorate Survey. In all, there

are more than 2O' such fine fields recognized, many of them with too few cases

to permit reliable' statistics in the present study. It was therefore necessary

to re-assemble these fine fields into sub-field groups large enough so that the

resulting profiles would have small random error. In this reassembly, one

point is important to observe: the field-grouping decisions must be made with

out regard to the profile statistics (other than numbers of cases). It would

be easy to assemble fields which would show striking profile variations by

grouping together those small fields which happen to have similar profile. char-
:

acteristics. This would capitalize ori,random-sampling variations, however, and

one would have to expect, on a replication of the study, that most of these

striking profiles would vanish like the shapes one sees in passing clouds. The

re-combinations were therefore made on characteristicS other than the immediate-

data, with a view to maintaining as great a degree of field homogeneity as pos-

sible while still assembling large enough numbers of cases or stable statistical

. results. In some cases, individual fields (as coded in the Doctorate Survey)

were sufficiently large. In most cases groupings had to be made, and some of

the decisions were necessarily arbitrary, throwing together. into a single group

sub-fields which the people elq2aged in these fields might feel to be strained.

In most instances, however, the groups seem to Ueself-explanatory.

The data with regard to the various sub-fields, for the six high school

variables, are shown in Table 16. Because there was not sufficient room on the

.table itself to spell out -the various sub-fields included -in each gr uping, the

groups are simply designated A, B, C, etc. Listed below are the s - fields in-

cluded in each of these letter-groups. The profile of each of these letter-

groups was plotted, and the profiles visually examined. It was found that, with

a few exceptions which will be discussed'later, there was very little variation

ire form from one of the sub - fields te7another, within the general groups shown

in Figures 4 and 5. The raphs of the sub-fields are therefore omitted. The

sub-fields did vary to a signif4ant degree, however, in general height of pro-

, file. The arrangement of the sub-fields in Table 16 is generally in the order
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of- the height of these profiles, with ba] r emphasis put on the test score

. variable. This arrangement was not uniformly followed, howeyer. Within the

general bio-sciences group there are two sub-groups, agricultural and medical

sciences, which are listed in that order because in the Doctorate Survey they

comprise recognized categories which are nor further described here.

(

Table 16

AbiAl. y Profiles' on SixHigh School Variables for PhD Sub-Fields

Field & CPA 1 CPA 2 CPA 3 CPA 4 Normalized Test

Sub - Field. Languages Soc.7St. Math- Science , Rank Score

Chemistry A 1

0

C

Earth A
ScienceS- B

C

Bio- A
Sciences B

C

D

E

F

C

[1

4P-- sychology A

B

C

D

Social' A

Sciences B

C

D

E

Arts and
Prof's. B

C

D

Education A

B

C

D r

E

F

G

67.5 68.5 68.4 70.2 69.5 66.9

66.4 67.2 67.6 ) 69.6 68.5 65,6

64.1 65.7 65.1 66.3 65.8 63.4

64.1 64.2 64.0 65.8 65.6 66.0

64.3 66.2 65.1 67.6 66.7 64.5

63.2 64.3 62.6 64.8 64.9 63.8

62.3 63.9 63.3 64.6, 62.9 60.2

63.9 65.7 64.0 66;1 65.2 64.2

65.9 66.7 66.1 68.2 67.7 64.6

63.5 64.4 62.8 65.6 65.1 62.6

65.0 66.0 65.4 66.9 66.7 65.5

63.6 64.4 62.7 65.5'.- 64.3 62.2

62.5 63.3 61.4 64.7 63.5 62.3

63.2 64.3 62.1 64.8 64.0 62.0

63.6 64.5 62.6 64.3 64.6 66.3

64.1 64.2 62.7 63.7 65.3 66.5

63.0 63.7 60.8 62.8 63.7 64.9.

63.5 63.7 61.1 62.9 63.7 63.3

64.9 66.6 64.7 65.4 66,3 65.2

66.2 67.8 64.2 64.8 66.6 65.4

65.7 67.4 62.9 64.5 66.4 65.1

64.B 65.6 62.4 64.3 65.7 '63.8

64.8 65.0 62.1 64.0 65.6 64.5

68.3 67.4 64.0 65.5 68.3 67.4

(;7..7 67.5 66.1 67.2 6.8.0 67.5

66.1 66.9 64.8 65.6.,' 66,8 65.0
64.7 64.6 61.7 63.2 65.2 63.0

04.4 64.3 64.2 66.3 65.9 61.9

03.5 64.0 61.0 62.8 62.7 591)

62.4 63.3 61.1 62,2 63.2 60,5

62.8
61.6 )6).(;1

60.9
60.1

62.1
61.2

63.0.

61.6
62.0
60.0

61.9 62 ." 60,9 62,l 61.8 60.2

60 1 60. 59.2 59.8 60,9 ,-58.1
.



The vorious.'fields, with the 606-i ekd groupings shown in Table 16, are

.given below with the fine fields included within each group. There are no

listings for mathematics, physics, and engineering, because it was found that

their sub-field profiles did not vary to a statistically_sjgnificant.degige.

Some of the other fields show sub-field, profiles whictrare ohly marginal'in \

significance. However,' wherever even marginally-significant data appeared,

they were included for such value as they migh

ir

have.-

Chemistry A analyticz.1, nuclear, theoretical
B organic, inorganic, physical
C agricultural, pharmaceutical, other and general

Earth A mineralogy, petrology, geo-chemistPy

Sciences B geo-physics, l*Irology, geomorphology, meteorology, oceanography,

structural geology, applied, other and general

C stratigraphy, sedimentation, paleontology

Bio- A agricUltural and r'64ated

Sciences B medical sciences
C biochemistry ,

D physiology, pharmacology, pathology

E biophysics, biometrics, ecology, genetics, other and general

F botany and phytopathology
G zoology and entomology
H hydrobiology and microbiology

Psychology A comparative, physiological, experimental

B industrial, personnel, personality, psychometrics, social, other

and general
C clinical
D counseling, developmental, educational, school

Social A economics, econometrics, statistics

Sciences -B history

C geogrlhy, political science and public administration,
international relations, ,other and general

U-sociology,

E ;rnthrOpology, 'archeology, social work

Arts and A English, foreign languages, linguistick

ProfessiDns B philosoph,,,, other and general
.\

C prafessionz;1 fields (business administratiOn, home economics:

Liw, journalism, library science, religion and theology)'

D arts (pine and applied ,rt", music, speech -and drama)

Education A science education
B elementary educrutioe
C second, r,! educntion

D foundations, educational psychology, measurement

E administrvtion and supervision
F guidance, counseling, speech education, audio-visual nid.a.

G physicel education

5'
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74,,122 r,

...phydical sciences

A few comments on sub-fields within each of the ten general fields may be

in order. As mentioned earlier, the sub-field profiles within math; physics,

and engineering were essentially interchangeable. In chemistry, the sub-field

1,ofiles are distinguished only in general elevation, being very similar in

form. In the geo-sciences, it is doubtful that the profile variations have

much significance, but they are presented for examination. These fields are '

rather heterogeneous and the numbers of cases ire mot large. The profiles of

the A and B groups cross. in a way that is typical of a rural-urban difference,

but it was not feasible to explore this possibility within the limits of the

present study.

..form vs. function?

Within the broad bio-science category, the agricultural sciences group had

in general the lotivest profile, except in math and social studies GPA's. The

biochemists were the highest on the achievement variables, but were exceeded on

aptitude by the very heterogeneous group D, which includes more interdisciplinary

elements than any of the others. This may give a clue as to the type of person

who tends to go into the small, heterogeneous or_etherging fields. One way in

which the fields of biology can be grouped is of interest, as it shows a general '

separation of level but no great variation in form of profile: those fields

which are concerned with basic processes and which involve the most quantita-

tive treatment of data are generally higher all across the board (and particu-

larly on math GPA) than are those withA major morphological orientation.

...social scientists
V

Within psychology, although four groups are presented, there are only two

profiles that are distinct. Groups A and B have very similar profiles, as do

groups C and D, the latter being separated mainly on measured ability. Al-

though direct evidence is lacking in the present study, the latter difference

is believed to parallel an urbanization distinction, the clinical psychologists

tending to come disproportionately from the largest metropolitan centers.

Among the other social sciences, the profiles run generally parallel, with

little crossing except for the economics-statistics group, which excels, within

the social sciences, on math and science, as might be expected. Groups p and E

are quite indistinguishable in high school ability profiles, and are preented

separately chiefly because there were sufficient sociologists to have a stable

profile as a single,group.

5
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...arts and prLofessions

Within the broad arts-humanities-profess ons group, the profiles:ere

distinguished mainly by wide vertical separat s, being little different in

form except for a few anomalies in the case of the languages,linguistics group.

This group is highest, as expected, on the language GPA, and also exceeds

slightly the "philosophy, other, and general" group on normalized rank. The

latter is unexpected in view of the very poor showing of this group on math

and science GPA. To earn a higher over-all class rank, they must have taken
c_

only a bare minimum of courses in math and science, and concentrated in areas

in which they earned the best grades. Within this verbalistic group, the for-

eign language majors generally do somewhat better than the English majors, but

the profiles are very similar.

..."and I taught science and P. E...."

'Education is the last major group'. With the exception of the science

and elementary educa on groups, the profiles are very similar in shape, and

are distinguished only in general elevation--in which respect variations are

substantial. The scienc- education group is outstanding among the educators

in science and math °IPA, proximating the doctorate population as a whole in

these two areas and 41so in ' ormalized rank. The elementary education spe-

cialists lead the rest of th field (except science education) on all four

GPA's, but drop below othe groups on normalized rank and test score. The

normalized rank being esse tially a composite' of the other four fields, this

'requires some explanation. t seems most probable that it is an artifact of

the statistical procedure as this group may well come disproportionately

fram small schools, per aps rural, as suggested by the drop in test score.

A statistical artifact is produced in normalized rank in the case of very

small classes; within a class of ten, ,for example, the top student, howevet

brilliant, can earn a percentile rank of only 95; in a class of five, a per-

centile rank of 90 would beRthe maximum possible. The second student in a

Class of ten would have a percentile rank of 85; the second Of five a percen-

tile rank of 70. These four percentiles would convert, respectively, to
4

standard scores of 66, 63, 60, 55--illustrating the effect where very small

classes are concerned.

5L



To summarize the discusesion of field profiles, it may be said that there

are significant differences in both form and elevation for the various general

doctorate fields; the major separation on both form and elevation is in the

area of math and science achievement. The physical science fields are out-

standing, as expected, in math and science GPA's; they are also outstanding

in general profile elevation. Those fields which have the highest general

profiles are also the most homogeneous; the sub-field groupings attempted in

this study showed no significant differences within the doctorate fields of

mathematics, physics, and engineering. Within the other fields, separations

in general level were frequently observed, but only occasionally were the

shapes of the profiles significantly different within a major field category.

There were hints as to the possible significance of choice of subject, and

avoidance of subjects in which students felt they would do poorly. All of

these factors will be examined in a somewhat different manner in the following

chapter, which will attempt to show in a quantitative fashion the degree of

separation that is possible, taking all the high school: data together in a

manner which optimally weights each element to permit a distinction between

those who later specialize in various doctorate disciplines.

r



CHAPTER VI MULTIVARIATE .ANALYSIS

O

The objective of the multivariate analysis conducted in this study was

to state in an objective and quantitative form the degree to which people who

obtained degrees in the several doctorate fields could be distinguished from

one another on the basis of high school data alone. Each item of available

information from the high school is correlated with the eventual choice of

doctorate field and with all other items of information. On the basis of

this matrix of inter-correlations, those items which discriminate are sorted

out and optimally weighted to maximize the discrimination. Several different

methods are then available to express this discrimination in objective, quanti-

tative fashion. This chapter will describe the choice of cases for analysis,

provide a simplified (perhaps over-simplified) description of technique, sum-

marize the results of this analysis, and compare these results with those ob-

tained on the 1958 cases.

...by field and sex

The first decision was to analyze separately the men and the women. This

provides a more rigorous test of technique and 'of the influence of fiigh school

data alone, as can be seen by the fact that separation on sex alone would tend

to sort out the doctorate-holders by general field. There are very few women

physicists, engineers, or geologists, relatively few chemists or mathematicians,

and considerably more women in the other fields. The next decision was to at-

tempt two levels of separation:" the five general fields, using both men and

women, but separately, and then the five fields of the physical sciences, using

men only. These stages will permit maximum comparison with the field pattern

data described in Chapter V.

...stratified-random selection

One of e requirements of the multivariate analysis program employed here

was that co ete data be available on each case. This 'restriction eliminAt60

a substantial proportion of the cases which have been included in all the pre-

.ceding analyses. All of those that remained could have been used within the

field and sex categories detcribed in the preceding paragraph. 'BUt it was

.deemed cumbersome and unnecessary to use them all. Rather, a selection tech-

nique was used to provide smaller but representative samples. Forthe-fiVe

- 50 -
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general fields, the male .sample had 200 men in each field: the physical

sciences, bio-sciences, social sciences, arts and profession.s, 'and education.

Within each of these fields, selection was made on a stratified basis, to give

the sub-fields representation in proportion to their occurrence in the general

doctorate population. Within sub-fields, selection was by a random process.

Essentially the same procedure was used with the women doctorate-holders, but

there were not enough of them to provide 200 for each field, so the analysis

proceeded with the following numbers for each of the five fields, respectively:

39, 101, 159, 144, 132. In the male sample withaihe physical sciences, the

numbers were as follows: math 42, physics 74, chelAistry 200, geo-scierices 33,

engineering 116. These are 1.n approximately the right proportions for the

years covered in'the present analysis.

...random deviations 6n ability measures

As must be expected when a smaller sample is drawn from a parent population,

the ability profiles of the analysis samples were not exactly the same as for

the total group. The deviations were within the bounds expected on a random
4W"

sampling basis, however, and show the same characteristic patterns found on.

the total group and described in Chapter V. Table 17, below, gives the stan-

dard score means of each sample on the six achievement and aptitude variables

for which comparisons are available. Other measures used in the analysis, but

for which comparative data are not availabli, are here omitted as essentially

meaningless. although useful in the discriminant analysis.

Table 17

Means. on Six Variables, for Three Multivariate Analysis Samples

Sex and Field

GPA 1
Languages

GPA 2
Soc. St.

GPA 3'
Math

GPA 4
Science

Nortali ed
Rank

Test,

Score

Men Physical Sciences
Bio-Sciences

66.4
61.8

66.9
63.3

68.2
60.9

69.7
64.3

69.0
63.4

66.0
61.2

Social Sciences 64.0 65.9 61.4 63.3 64.7 65.0

Arts & Profs. 66.1 65.6 62.9 63.9 66.4 65.8

Education 60.7 fi1.9 58.4 61.0 61.4 59.5

Women Physical Sciences 71.6 70.2 71.1 '71.2 73.4 68.7

Bio-Sciences 71.1 70.4 69.0 71.2 71.9 68.0

Social Sciences 71.0 69.2 67.4 68.8 70.5 67.7

Arts & Prof's, 72.4 70.5 68.0 68.4 72.6 67.5

Education 67.7 66.8 62.9 63.3 66.9 61.5

Men Mathematics 69.0 69.1 71.0 70.6' 71.1 69.1

Physics 67.5 66.7 70.7 70.7 69.6 68.3

CheMistry 65.6 66.0 66.2 68.2 68.0 64.4

Geo-Sciences 63.4 66.1 61.9 64.1 64.5 64.8

Engineering 66.5 67.6 68.5 69.7 69.1 65.1
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. %
...options exeraized indicate interest

In addition to these standard six ability measures, counts were made of

the number of courses available but not taken in each of the four areas repte-

ented b, CPA's in the foregoing table. 'There is some uncertainty regarding

Vir
'4..the availability of courses in some of the cases; the schools were asked to'

state whether courses listed on tie form, but not taken by the student, were

available at thee time the student was in school. In some cases this information

was provided by the school; in some instances it could be deduced from the re-

cords of other students at that school for approximately the same time period;

in some instances the information on. availability was mtssihg.t To the extent

that the data are,reliable, however, It is felt that they represent a measure

otthe.direction of the student's interest, and hence stould be useful as a

supplement to the ability measures. In addition to these measures relating

to the student, three high school measures were available, having to do with

size of graduating class; public vs. private control, and, within the private

sector; church-regated or not. It was these 13 measures or categories that

formed the basis for the field discriminations described below.

.a swarm of bees indiscriminal space

To picture the results of a multivariate. analysis, let us, start ray visual-

izing a hive of bee "sWarming". They are in. flight, centered around the queen

bee, but dispersecl
)
out fro this center in a:wide,envelope, denser at the center

and sparser toward the outer edges, with some strays far from the main swarm.

The queen bee in this analogy we will call the "group centroid". The whole

swarm is analogous to the PhD's in one field of specialization. Now visualize

four other similar swarms all in the air at the same time and partly intermixed

with each other and the first swarm, but each tending to cluster around its own

queen. The five queens would be the five field-group centroids. Although such

a simultaneous swarming is a,most unlikely event in nature, the analogy may

serve"us well here. Suppose that we were nowto classify the bees according to

their nearness to a given queen, whether their own or not. This would give us

the analogy to the classification of- individualg accoring to their high school

data We could then compare the results for the whole set of 1000 bees--or

PhD's. Each can now be designate'd by his own actual field and by the field to

which he is assigned on the basis of an optimally-weighted combination of scores

from the high school data.
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...latitude, longitude, altitude

The statistical proCedures of, the multivariate analysis.flrst describe the

"discriminant sTarce" in which the five hives of bees are swarming...In.our an-

alogy, these would be a north -south dimension and an east-west AdimensiOn, like

the familiar map coordinates, andaltitude. As it turns out, the swarms are

not imparated much in altitude--none get vpry far.from the ground. They are
4

spread out more in a north-south. direction than they are east- and -west; -about
+tt.

two thirds of the discrimination can be obtained by use of the north-south

separation alone, about one fourth by separating'.on longitude, and leas than

10% by altitude separation. Fikurefi provides a two=diMensional map, with the

group centroids (the queen bees) located appropriately. There are two ses-in

this case, one for the male PhD's,in tlie five general fields, one for the females.: '~

On the map it will be noted that therelare differenttatitude markings for the : i\

males and the females, but one scale Offices for differe iation of longitude.-.

The spread of the swarms of blies ea,ch of ese group centroids

will have to be imagined from the further data describing the ability of the.

multivariate system to sort them out. A great deal-of overlapping Occurs, as

will be seen.

4

...for the statistically sophisticated

In the description in this .report we will limit ourselves to the.non-

technical analogy, recognizing_that to the statistically sophistiCated this

may. be ,a somewhat unsatisfactory account. For a description of the multiveri-.

ate techniques involved, the reader is referred to Multivari e Procedures for

The Behavioral Sciences by William :W. Cooley and Paul.R. Lohnes (Wiley, 1962)

For the statistical data of the present study, other than the:classification

matrices, which will be presented shortly, see Appendix F . We will introduce

only one term here,: which will be found useful later: the trace. This is an

index of the over-all discrimination between groups that is achieved by the

statistical analysis, The square root of the trace is approximately equal in

significance to the multiple covelation in the more familiar regression analy-
.

sis. It will be-used in this chapter in this way to link these, results wish

those achieved in other studies by 'correlational methods.
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& ,...latitude, a math-science dimension
'I

The ,first dimen on derived from the analysig of the 13 variables and their
. i 1 i

elat nship to the fivegener fields lis a.1Mith-bcience dimension, as might be _

, -/ '.,,0

expected from examin ion of.thelield),profilp in Chapter V. This dimension "---\-
.

f

involves ability, as shown by the GPA's, but includes alsd the tendency. to take .

,

math and science courses When they are available., and y..0-4-Vloid optVona0p4a1
)

studies courses (too little challe'nge?). Persons high on tilts dimension Ciir4

relatively non-verbal, obtaining higher marks'ih math and sciencelsObjectsAhan:

in nglish and foreignlanguages: (It would not followAthat their English grades

were- oor.) This dimension is rather unrelated to intelligence test measures,

,which are chieflyt-Pverbai. It is a diMension'Aich tends. to distinguish the

people who eventuall choose one of the "liard;sciences" rather 'than some other
7 A

field onspecialization. It accounts for about two thirds of the discrimina-
,

tion'among the five generalfields--more than twice as much as does the second

dimension.

...longitude , a verbal dimension
.

The'second dimension is a verbal one, and accounts for about.one fourth of

the discriminant space. People scoring high on this, dimension do well oh the

'
intelligence tests, in English and foreign languages, and achieve relatively

high 'Standing in their graduating class, do relatively poorly in their science

courses, and avoid science where possible, concentrating on the more verbal sub-

jects. Interestingly enough, they do not avoid the math courses. There is some

tendencyfor persons high on this dimension to come from private rather than

public schools, particularly from the independent rather than the church-related

ones. They tend to eventually earn doctorates in the arts and humanities, are

rare in the bio-science and education fields.

...altitude, an uncertain dimension

The third dimension is much less distinct in meaning. Its strongest

characteristics are that the people high on this dimension are low in science

GPA, and tend to avoid science courses. This dimepsion is negatively related

to test score but positively related to normalized rank, positively to school

size, and is likely to be more characteristic of people in the arts and educa-
,

tion fields, less characteristic of psychologists and social scientists. This

is a weak dimension, in,addition to being somewhat indistinct in meaAing. It
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Figure 6

A Statistical Map LOcating Five Field-Group Centroids in ipo-Dimensional Discriminant

Space, Scaled in Latitude gr Separate Analyses for Men and for Women
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accounts for only about 7% to 8% of,the discrimination among the five general

fields. There is also a very weakfourth dimension, which should not be taken

seriously, as it accounts for less than 3% of the discrimination found. Four

dimensions (n-1) are the maximum possible in a'situation with only five groups

to be ilistinguished; this fourth dimension-probably has more "noise" than "sig-

nal" in its make.-up, and will not be further discussed,

,..and now to fort the bees-

/We may turn now froM the description of the diMenSions of the discriminant

space to our bee-swarm analogy and the problem of sorting the-bees according'

to any of various,systems. The objective is to assign as many bees as possible

to their proper swarms solely by use of the data of:their latitude, longitude,

and altitude in relation to the group centroids, and our knowledge of hOw the

various swarms are dispersed around the centroids. Having made the classifica-

tions by whatever system we choose, welthen, in effect, ask each bee what swarm

he really belongs to, and compare

ce rlage of correct assignments we

--1-11erence in evaluating this hit rat

as in the five general fields with

assignments with the actuality. The per-1

11 "hit rate ".' As a point of re-

we,ca call that, with five equal groups,

doctorate-holders, we would achieve a

'20% hit rate by a random process Pone. In the cases of the groups of unequal

size, the random-hit percentages would vary according to the relative frequencies

of the several groups.

...two geometric taxonomies

Actually, there are several ways of assigning bees to a given classifica-

tion swarm, or PhD's to a given "classification field". One could depend solely
0

on the .distance of each individual bee frpM the,five queens,.or,group centroids.

This introduces a matter of metrics. We have three dimensions, bUt we can modify

the metric by introducing the concept of greup dispersion, and measure the dis.

tance id "centours ". This term is a combination of percentile and contour, the

latter adapted from the contour lines of a topographic map. If one is dealing

in three-dimensional space, as here, the contour lineS ag7cut the queen bees be-

come a series of envelopes. The "elevation" between the envelopes we would

measure in terms of the percentage of the swarm of bees, and hence term these

contour- envelopes centours. Each bee can be located in terms of the percentage

of bees farther from the queen than he is-. This can be done for all five queens,
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giving him five centour scores. We could then simply classify him in terms of

4

the group in which he has the highest centour'score. This is essentially the

technique of Method I, the results of which are shown. in the ensuing tables..

Or we could get more sophisticated and take into consideration the relative

size.of, the five swarms and the closeness or looseness, of the dispersion of

the individuals about each centroid. This is the technique of Method II. As

will be seen, the results are somewh%t different, depending on the circumstances

of the indivtdual analysis. Other techniques also could be developed, but these

will suffiCe for the putposes of the present report.

Tare 18

Multiple iminant Classification of Male PhD's in Five General Fields,

On t e Basis of High School Data, Using Two Different Methods

Method I

F Classification Actual

Phy. Bio- Soc. Arts, Doctorate

Sci. Sci, Sci, Prof. Educ, Field

Method II ,

Field of Classification

Phy. Bio- Soc.

N Sci. Sci. Sci.

118 26 211 23 12 Phy. 200 145 24 13

f;,46 52 30 20 51 Bio-Sci. 200 63 63 , 23

32 20' 58 45 45 Soc.Sci. 200 48' 37 54

32 10 42 85 31 Arts,Prof. 200 48 18.- 36

13 24 ° 24 41 98 Educ. 200 20 44'"- 22

241 132 176 216 237 Tot a1 1000 324 186 148

Hit Rate = 41.17

Arts,
Prof. Educ

10t 5

'16 35
; 26

3 25

35,., /9

172 170

Hit Rate = 41.4%

The cases underlined in Table 18 are those which lie along the diagonal, and

include those where the 'field of classification and actual doctorate field are

the same. These are the "hits" and their total number divided by.the nUmber of

LA;
cases in the whole table, gives tH hit:rate. " In Table 18, although the men are

differently assigned by the two 71,J-hods-,.the over-all hit rate is essentially

the same for the. two methods. As another way of describing the amount of dis-

crimination, one may consider he square root of the "trace". It precedes and

is not dependent upon the method of classification. In the case of the 1000

male PhD'F, fbfive gqieral fields, trace, .-.,- .72, As mentio, earlier, this

can be considered the numerical lquivalent,foi? this of problem, of the

multiple correlation coefficit.
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Table 19 .

, b: ,.--..
Multiple DiscriMinant, Classification of Women -PhD's, in Five cool Fields,

On the Basis of High School Data, Using gTWo Different Mettids

Method I llethodlj

Phy.
Sci,

21

Field of Classification

Bio- SocA, Agts,
Sci. 'Sci Prof. Educ.

4 1 10 3

Actual
Doctorate 7

Field N-

PhySci. 39

Field of Classification.
_

Phy. -_BiO- Soc. Arts', .

Sci, Sci. Sci. Profs .-Exhi.c.
prt:.,; *

2' 20 6 8 ,3:
.,

45 20 15 10 11 Bio-Sci. 101 :0 52 31 10 'W

20 20 34 48 37 Soc. Sci.,, 159 0 29 70 35 25

26 11 11 64 32 Alts,ProC 144 1 22 41 57 23

13 10 11 22 76 Educ. 132 O. 16 .27 18 71

125 65 72, :154 159 Total 575 AV 1.39 , 175 128: 130.

Hit Rate = 37.4% Hit Rate = 43.8%

In the case of the women, it will be recalled, there were only 575 cases,

rather than 1000, and they were not distributed uniformly across all fields,

The same general dimensions of discrimination were found, as shown in Figure 6,

and the general' level"of-discrimination was found to be-verY similar: theNrtrace

was computed at .68, rather than..7the'ovev.-atindex for,. the men. The same

two inethOd4-of classification.were.employed, but, as might be expected because

the numbers of cases in the several fields were unequal, the results of 'the two

methods -are not quite the same. Method II, which takes into account the fact

of unequal numbers and group dispersions, pg-oves to he.a bit superior, as shown

.f.in Table 19.

...for men only

The .-third analysis concerned the shrec-out of the physical science. field

into its five component fields of mathematics; physics, chemistry, geo-sciences,

end-engineerihg. In this case, as might be. expected because the group is moie,

homogeheOus, the discrimination is less effective. The'sitrace is only.60,

small bUt"probably reliable difference which can be attributed to the fact that

we.areshOoting at a ewhat smaller target. The classification matrices for

the physical sciences grou are shown in Table 20.
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Table 20

Multiple Idscriminant Classification of Men in Physical Sciences

Into Sub,4ielda .on the Basis of High School Data

Methodl Method II

Actual FLld 'of ClaSsification

Doctorate

Math Phys, Chem, Geo-S. Engin, Field N Math Phys. Chem. Geo-S. -E.ngin..
,.

Field of Classification

10 15 4 3 10 Math 42. 2 6 21 ,1
.

12

9 29 11 8 17 Physics 74 0 13 35 1 2,5.

0 1,10-- 33 78 . #1 33 Chem. 200 0 .11 160 '. 6' '23

2 2 3 19 7 Geo-S, 33 0 0 21 '8 - 4

10 29 14 19 44 Engin, 116 2 5 60 74 45

46 108 110 .90 111 Total 465 4 35 297 20 '109

Hit Rate = 38.7% Hit. Rate =.49.0%

It may seem paradoxical that the highest hit rate is achieved in the case.

where the over-all discriminatidn is lowest. This is achieved, hoWever, by

Method II, which takes advantage of the extraordinary concentration in the field

of cheml6try. Actually, an arbitrary assignment of all cases to chemistry would

achieve a hit rate of 200/465, or 43% in this particular instance. The hit rate.'

is thus not an unambiguous method of evaluation of a classification system
.

the numbers of cases in the Categories to be '3s.(inguished are widely .differene.

...a discriminant summary
e

The quantitative evaluation of the degree .t which doctorate-holders can

)be separated into, their eventual fields,Of speciization on the basis of high
r ,-

school data alone has'been shown by several indices. We may consider the over-

all index, 4-trace, as being the most convenient summary statistic. It ranges

:trOra.60 to..72, values -which. some statisticians equate-with multiple cor4la-:

1:;ppkiFoefficients-of the same Magnitude. Or one may consider the "hit rate".

Wbenthases are,classified into five groups on the basis of the high school
, °,-.-
data alon0.t..4n)generalthe latter method gives about 40% correct classifies-

,

tion--about twice as many as would be achieved by a purely random method where

the fiveitategories are equal in size. This is about the same as was found

previously for the 1958 doctorate-holders. In that case,:howriereparate

analyses by sex were not attempted. In the present case,,,itLifional data in

the forht-of language and social studies CPA's were available. As a conse-

quence, it may be said that the additional data has helped the discrimination

but perhaps only marginally so.
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CHAPTER Vii CONCLUSIONS

1),,ite the massAve'increase in doctorate production, there has been DD

measurable'onangQ, in ability Level of the PhD's. (p. 26)

The tioctorate-holdcK.s.are, or the average, 1 1/2 stanoar:tdevi,ations above

the mean of the gral population in measured abjjity. (p:725)

ft random samee,oi the gieds graduating in the same classes as the doctorate-

lolders scored I htj oqer;than their male counterparts oil standardizeci

,t.(stsut -achieved better'gradcs,particularly in verbalistic subjeqt,s.

17) /
, .

. A 4 '

Women doctorace-nol(lr.s. fsupciTlor Lo their male'coUnterparts on all mea-

sutes Acrtv6ii from hit. ',;c:noo1 records, in all fields of specialization.
14

Those whc were married cc the time they achieved the doctorate -ate superior

to theft.. spimter o1 League, (pp.

* Among .the male PhY,!'s, tlhat;i2 who were single, at the time of doctorate gradua-

tior were superior in high school ;1-..eir colleagues who were mied at

the time t:hey reccivee Etc probably because superior .

stidecit cc4fnplete the at a F.n:4"tge, find. h,erice, hav t? a lower marriage

ro.c, en-, 29-12)

rte
,

4o R c ,, i (2. p a ! ..: t f s: .2-,..-2.1c 0 ^ i ', 1 ....1,:1".f.', '.2 i7E.J1 a b i. i .. t 7,, fo:!. low th e. s ame. ger.iet;aa, p0-:t..:.;kir;', l

,b.; 'C',.:,; t.-:. ..1 ) ! ,t2 :;=. ar, I !:;,;-. ,, Iv- -,-,. .,..1:-_t ::::: a f;t:., .F,It s Ca,: -oi clasam,aLe ... (..e 2.2: ,!. .-

.

,-,-..-,,, , ,.., -4. --., t:'d -1 !-°!- ._, 1, 0-- -hel! ~ 1 ,,w ..! r il'. t;je. ,i:Ou'.-i-,:., ., I_ .i.;,.'

,\

Meaure aoil.tyby L'ykr.".1 hieraChy 1

'1Ade- S (I). 37) and no doctorate classmates (pp18-19);

aols Ai!e highest, donominatiocalchools ilat-ermcdiate, and public schools

alLtioy44 regional variations., evident. .(1.). 38)

diffcs,LIcp!ear, fcc- che various doctorate ;:-:elds.:ara com-

p,*:red. 39') YO,lest in al fields .except IongiAag.

actliovnmel.,c, ;Icecdcld 17)4.ijors. Thi.3

' s:2:me RS that shown by toe of

6
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the doctorate recipients of 1958. Within the sciences, math and physics

vie for first place, followed by engineering, chemistry, geology, and bio-

sciences, in that order, when general level of the profile is considered.

(p. 40)

Outside the natural sciences, the humanities are highest, followed by the

social sciences, psychology, and education, in general profile leyel. (p. 41)

4

Pattern or shape of profile in high school achievement and aptitude also

differentiates the fields, even such similar fields as mathematics and

physics. Two general types appear: those high in math and science GPA,

and those v-eiatively low in these subjects (math, physics, chemistry and

engineering are in the first group; all other fields in the second). (p. 40)

Within these two general types, differences are usually where they would be

expected: mathematicians have their highest score in math GPA; all natural

science fields n science CPA; arts-humanitieslmajors have their highest

scare in languages; social scientists in social studies--and psAhologists

in aptitude tests:

Sub-fields within the ten general fields are sometimes clearly differentiated

by general level of profile, seldom by shape o,profile, although a few not-

able exceptions to this rule were found. (pp. 44-48)

Multiple discriminant analysis permits the extraction of dimensions of the

high school data by which about. two out of five doctorate-holders can be

correctly classified into their eventual field of !actorate, using high

school data atone, in a situation where one out of five would be correctly

classified by a random process. (pp. 505.9)

additnnal information of value for an understanding of the

was collected in the cou 'Se of this study, but remains

awaiting further investigation.
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and. Employment. NSF. Publication 60 -60. 1960.
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Harmon. Scientific Manpower Report #5 to theNational Science Foun-
dation, 18 January 1965.

8. Profiles of PhD's in the Sciences. Summary Report on Follow-up of
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Appendix A

Doctorate-Holders in Analysis Sample, by Type of School, Region, and Size of Graduating Class

Total, All School Types

Region of Total,
High School All Sizes 1-9 10-19 20-39 40-59 60-99 100-199 200-499 500 & up

TOTAL, ALL N 20440
REGIONS % 103.0

New 4iq 1676
England % 1.00.0

Middle N 5420
Atlantic % 100.0

East North N 4279
Central % 130.3

liest North 2373
100.0

South N .1705

,Atlantic 7 100.0

,Ease South N ''"/Ae
'Central .%

WesitSO411;,
x 100,:-(1Ca#tal

pe2
MUuntain

. Pacific
7,,

TOTAL, ALL
REGIONS 7.

New
England

Middle N

Atlantic

East North
Central

West North
Central

South
Atlantic 7.

East South
"Central

West South
Central 7.

Mountain

Pacific

7.

N

100.0-

100.0

0?
nr..0

100.0

00t",8

100.0

1477
100.0

717
100.0

1271
100.0

838
100.0

1770
100.0

;7?

1.1 4.7

16
1.0

122

27

2.5

16 90,, '269

, 169
.24 1().2 20.5 14.7; 16.9

7,3

1.8

1.2

.6

11
1.5-

23
1.8

970

04

215
9.

.)116

0.4

P--"n

6.?

Q.?

65
0.1

109
8.6

56 101
11:5

Size of Graduating Class

23.30 1860
11.4 9.1

17L 155
10.4 9.2

6.7

4LI 371
;.1.7

299
19,3 12.9

251
. 7

111
5.7

Public Schools

189'

-'4". 1

338 289
9.1 7.8

134. 107
18..7"4'1'?' 14.9

219 157.
'17.2 12.4

320
5.9

911 '243

.12.4 .14.3

171 198
12.4 14.4

83 131
944 14.9

129.. 197A
6.6 10.1

166 392
3.6 8.6

2490 ,995
12.2 19.5

213 372
12.7 22.2

1100
10.3 20.3

303 863 1441 452
11.8 20.2 33.7 10.6

307 408 460 126
13.2 17.6 19.8 5.4

.5
2

f 139 142 132 20
17.2 16.0 2.4

240
17.4

' 161
18.3

364
18.7

1684 1369 1983 3431 5710 2016

1.2 o.8 9.6 7.0 11.3 19.5 32.4 14.3

11 ::)6 73 74 '106 262 448 163

.g 6. 6.4 9.1 22.5 38.5S9', 14:0

939
20.5.

409 717
11.0 19.2

184 215
14.5 16:9

6010 2552
29." 12.5

526 166
31.4 9.9

1768 1168.-

32.6 21.5

443 88
26.0 5.2

272 97
19.7 7.0

202 132
22.9 15.0

766 '303
39.4 15.6

1680 11,45

36.7 25.0

1349 446
36.2 12.0

370 248 274, 363 447 1:25

17.9 12.0 13.2 17.6 21.6 6.0

1) 61 203 160 203 312 439 88

.8 4.1 13.7 10.8 13.7 21.1 29.7 6.0

119 133 128 20

16.6 s 18.5 17.9 2.8

267 97
214.0 7.6

51 89 73 127 154 199 130

6.1 10-6 8.7 15.2 18.4 23.7 15.,5

15.' 31.. , 69. 95 16q 336 753 302 '

.8" 1.8 5.4 9. 19.0 42.5 17.1

71



Appendix A, Continued

Doctorate-Holders in Analysis Sample, by Type of School, Region,' and Size of Graduating Class

Denominational Schools

Region of
High School

Total,
All Sizes 1-9 10-19 20-39 40-59 . 60-99 100-199 200-499 500 & up

TOTAL, ALL
REGIONS

New
England

Middle
Atlantic

East North
Central

West North
Central

SOuth
Atlantic

IliP

East Sout h
Central .

West South
Central

Mountain

Pacific

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N
%

N

N

%

N

'4

N

N

-r
1.61
100.0

175
100.0

100.fl

433
100.0

-)74
160.0

1i.7

100.0

70
100.0

97
100.5

/

100.0

129
100.0

40
2.1

2

1.1

7

1.2

c.

.9

q

cr

1

.7

5

7.1

8

0.2

5

3.9

130
7.0

11

6.3

33
5.7

16
37

20
r,.,.

1 P.

In.-

14
20.0

6

6.2

5

15.(,

9

7.0

399 314 318
21.4 16.9 17.1

35' 31 40
20.0 17.7 22.9

105 101 112
18.0 17.3 19.2

69 59 72
15.9 13.6' 16.6

59 39 22
°'.9 19.1 10.8

4 { 31 24
-; . 7 21.1 1643

22 8 10
31.4 11.4 14.3

24 11 10
27.6 12.6 11.5

9 , 8 3

29.1 25.0 9.4

28 26 25
21.7 20.2 ' 19.4

l

409
22.0

33
18.9.

125
21.4'

125
28'.9

43
21.1

25
17.0

7

10.0

23
26.4.

4

12.5

' 24
18.6

223
12.0

22
12.6

79.

13:5

85
19.6

1,2a

5,. .

1. .

4.

5.7

5.7

,2

V S...3......

12
9.3

28
1.5

.6

22
3.8

-:'--

4.#401

1

3.4.,

Independent Schools

TOTAL, ALL
REGIONS '

New
England

Middle
Atlantic

East North
' Central

West North
Central

South
Atlantic

East South
Central

West South
Central

Mountain

Pacific

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N
%

N

%.

N

%

N

%

N

7.

965
100.0

39S
10 0 .0

262
10 0 .0

119
100.0

51
100.0

90
100.0

37
100 .0

20

100.0

'1'
100.0

46 t1

100.0

5

3

.9

8

3.1

2
1.7

9

3.8

1

2.7

2

10.0

1

9.3

. 4

9'.7

,-,.1

17
5.0

28
10.7

7

5.9

6

11.8

13
16.3

5
13.5

1

5.0

11

23.9

247 177 189
25.6 18.3 19.6

66 50 67
19.5 14.8 19.8

72 53 55
27.5. 20:2 21.0

34 23 22
28.6 19.3 . 18.5

19 12
A4.4,*, 11

37.3 23.5 21.6

18 20 ,16.
22.5 25.0 200

A14-,

13 -., 6 10
35.1 16,Z 27.0

8 3' 4
40.0 15.0 20.0

3 2 1

25.0 16.7 8.3

14 8 3

30.4 17.4 6.5

155
16.1

77
22.8

36
13.7

21
17.,,,

2
3.9

;,,i,.
';,.8

10.0

2
5.4

2

10.0

3
25.0

4
8.7

77
8.0

56
16.6

9

3.4

7

5.9

1

2.0

. 2

2.5

1

8.3

1

2.2

7

'2
. .6

, 1

.4

3

2.5

..

. 1

8.3

1

2.2
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Appendbc B

Classmates by Decile, by Region: Final Analysis Sample

Percentile Rank

Region
All 0- 10- 20- .30- 40- 50- 60- 70- -80- 90='All

9 19 29 39 49 59 69 79 89 100

TOTAL, ALL N ' 10831 1022 1038 1080 1101 1176 1166 1107 :.1081 1038 1022

REGIONS % 100.0 9.4- 9.6 10.0 10.2 10.9 10.8 10.2 10.0 9.6 9.4

...............

6 '

New N 1033 104 95 109 110 96 104 110 109 100 96

England % 100.0 10.1 9.2 10.6 10.6 9.3 10.1 10.6 10 .6 9.7 9.3

Middle N 2995 266 300 298 312 320 323 312 298 300 266"

Atlantic % 100.0 8.9 10.0 9.9 10.4 10.7 10.8 10.4 9.9 10.0 8.9

.East North N. 2882 270 265 303 285 310 319 285. : 303 265 277

Central % 100.0 9.4 9,2 10.5. 9.9 10.8 11.1 9.9 10.5 9,2. 9,6

West North. N 1290 144 112 121 146 146 134 136 121- 112.:,118

CentraL % 100.0. 11.2 8.7 '9.4, 11.3 11.3 10.4 10.5 9.4, .8.7' '97;4,

-::.." '- --

SOcrt N 785, '.86 "is. 77 68:- 70 97 86 70 6U',. 3- 77, .
':6,

Atlantic % 100.0 11.0 9.8 8.7 8.9 12.4 11.0 8.9 8,,ri I,o

East South N 235 19 . 33 .21 1.1 21 28 21. 2.5,L, 23

CentralA % 100.0 8.1 14.0 8.9 8.9 8.9 11.9 8.9 10.6A(8.-9:8
*

-q

West South N 556 46 54 60 54 65 53 V 62 57k. 5' '
, .

Central % 100.0 8.3 9.7 10.8 9.7- 11.7 9.5 11.2 10.3 9.9 - .'" '

Mountain N 382 25 47 26 43 42 47 43 35 40 34

% 100.0 6.5 12.3 6.8 11.3 11.0 12.3 11.3 9.2 10.5 8.9
w.

Pacific N 673' 62 55 74 60 79 72 ._ 68 65 66 72

% 100.0 9.2 8.2 11.0 8.9 11.7 10.7 10. 9.7 9.8 10.7



Appendix C

Grade.P9iat AVerage Conversion Chart 1: Language and Social Studies

Original.

CPA .0

89 76.2
38 75.6
87 75.0
86 74.3
85 73.7

84 73.1
83 72..5

71.9
31 7I.3
80 10.7

79 76.0
78 69.4
77 68.8
76 68.2
75 67.6

74 67.0
73 66.4
i2 65.7
71 65J.
70 64.5

69 ()3.9

68 63.3
67 62,7
66 62.0
65 61,:i

64 60.8
63 60.2
62 59.6-
6J. 59.6
60 58.4

59 57.7
58 57.1
57 56.5
56 55.9
55 '7;5,3

.54 54.7
53: 54.1
52 .53.4
5,1 '52.8
50

CPA 1: Languages
Standard Score

.4 .6

76.3 76.4 76.6
75.7 75.8 75.9
75.1 75.2 75.3
74.5 74.6 74.7
73.9 74-0 74.1

73.2 73.4 73.5
72.6 72.7 72.9
72.0 72..1 72.3
71.4 71.5 71.6
70.8 70.9 71.0

70.2 70.3 70.4
69.5 69.7 69.6
68.9 69.1 69.2
68.3 68.4 68.6
67.7 67.8 68.0

67.1 67.2 07.3
66.5 66.6 66.7
65.9 66.0 66.1
65.2 65.4. 69.5
64.6 64.8 64.9

64.0 6' .1 64 .")

63.4 63.5 63.6
62.8 62.9 61.6
b ./.. 62.3 62,4
61.6 61.7 61.8

60.9 61.1 61.2
60.3 60.4 .'60.6

59.7 59.8 60.0
59,1 59,2 59.3
58.5 58.6 58.7

57.9 58.0 58.1
57.2 57.4 57.5
56.6 5_6.8 56.9
56,9 56.1 56,3
55.4 55.5 '55.6

54.8 54.9 55.0
54.2 54.3 54.4
53.6' 53.7 53.8
52.9 53,4 53..2

52.3 52.5 52.6

t

76.

76.1
75.5
74,8

74.2

70.6
73.0
72.4
71.13

71.1

- . .117011.

CPA .0

Original

69 7A.3
88 73,7

86 72.5

87 73.1

85 1 71.9

84 71.3
83 70.7
82. 70.1
81 '69.5.
80 69.0

68.4
67.8
67.2
66.6
66.0

70.5 79

69.9 78

69.3 77

68.7 76

68.1, 75

67.5'

66.8
66,2
"65.6'

65.0

64.4
6.3.8

63.2
62.5
6,.9 i

61.3 11

60.7 ii
60.1
59.5
58.8

74

73

72

71

70

65.4
64.8
64.2
63.6
63.0

69 62)4
68 61e.8

67
66 /60.6
65 60.0

64
63
62
61
60

53.2 99
57.6 58
57.0 57
56,4 56
55.8 /55

55.2
54.5
53.9
53.3
52.7

fieNi

54
53
52

51

.4

58.81
58.2
57.6
57.0

56.4
55.8
55.2
54.6
54,1

53.5
52.9
52.3
51.7
51.1

Standard Score

.4 .6
.........-----------..

74.4 74.6 74.7 74.81,
73.8 74.0 74.1

'72.6 72.8 72.9 73.0

73.2, 73.4 73.5 73.6

72.1 72.2 -1).3 72.41

/le5 71.6 71.7 71.8
70.9 71,0 71.1 71.2
70.3 70.4 70.5 70.6
69.7 rb9.8 69.9 70.0
69.1 69.2 69.3 6.4

68.5 68.6 68.7 68.8
67.9 68.0. 68.1 68.2
67.3 67.4 67.5 67.6
66.7 56_8 66.9 67.0
66.1 66.2 66.3 66.4

65.5
64.9
64.3
63.7
63.1

GPA 2: Social St.17:7---1

65.6
65.0
64.4
63.3
63.2

65.7
65.1
64.5
6J.9
63.3

62.5 62.6 62.8
61.9 62.0 62.2
61.3 61.6. 61.6
60.7 60.8 61.0
60.1 60;:2

65,9
65;3
64.7
64.1
63.5

62,9
62.3
61.7
61,1
60.5

59.5 59.7 59.8 59.91

58.9 59.1 59.2 59.3
58.3 53.5 58.6 58.7
57.7 57.9 58.0 58.1.

57.2 57.3 '57., 57.5

56.6 56.7 .5*.8 56.9
56.0 56.1 56.2 5o.3
55,4 55.5 55.6 55.;
54.8 54.9 55.0 55.1
54.2 54.3 54.4 5L.5

53.5 53.7 53.8 53.9
53.0 53.1 53.2 53.3
52.4 52.5 52.6 52.7
51.8 51.9 52.0 52.1
51;2 51'.1 51'f4

4
51.5



Appendix C, Continued

Grade POint Average Conversion'Chart 2: Math and SCienc0.,

CPA 3: Math 1. ,GPA 4: Science

Standard Score Standard Score

Original
GPA .0 .4 8

8.9 74.1 74.2 74.4 74.5 74.6

88 73.6 73.7 73.8 73.9 74.0
87 73.1 73.2 73.3 73.4 73.5

86 72.5 72.6 72.7 72.8 73.0

85 ',72.0 72.1 72.2 72.3 72.4

84 7r.4 71.6 71.71 71.8 71.9

83 70:9 71.0 71.1 71.2 71.3

82 70.4 70.5 70:6 70.7 70.8

81 69.8 69.9 70.0 70.2 70.3

80 69.3 69.4 69.5 69.6 69.7

79 68.8 68.9 69.0 69.1 69.2
78 68.2 68.3 68.4 68.5 68.6

'77 67.7 67.8 67.9 68.0 68.1
76 67.1 67.2 67.4 67.5 67.6

75 66.6 66.7 66.8 66.9 67.0

74 66.1 66.2 66.3 66.4 66.5

73 65.5 65.6 65.7 65.8 65.9

72 65.0 65.1' 65.2 65.3 65.4
71 64.4 64.5 64.7 64.8 64.9

70 63.9 64.0 64.1 64.2 64.3

69 63.4 63.5 63.6 63.7 63.8

68 62.8 62.9 63.0 63.1 63,3
,67 62.3 621,4 62.5 62.6 62.7

66 61.7 61.9 62.0 62.1 62.2

65 61.2 61.3 6i.4 61.5 61.6

64 60.7 60.8 60.9 61.0 61.1

63 60.1 60.2 60.3 60.5 60.6

62 59.6 59.7 59.8 59.9 60.0

61 59.0 59.2 59.3 59.4 59.5

60 58.5 58.6 58.7 58.8 58.9

59 58.0 58.1 58.2 58.3 58.4

58 57.4 57.5 57.6 57.8 57.9

57 56.9 57.0 57.1 57.2 57.3

56 56.4 56.5 56.6 56.7 56.8

55 55.8 55.9 56.0 56.1 56.2

541 55.3 55.4 55.5 55.6. 55.7

53 54.7 54.8 55.0 55.1 55.2

52 54.2 54.3 54.4 54.5 54.6

51 53.7 53.8 53.9 54.0 54.1

50 53.1. 53.2 53.3 53.4 5s

OrAgip,

GPA,

89
88

87
86

85

84
83

82

81

80

79

78

77

76

75

74

73

72
71

70

69

68

67

66

65

64

63

62

61

60

59

58

57
56

55

54

53

51

50

.4 .6

74.8 74 9 75.0 75.1

74,' 74.4 74.5

-;.6 73, 73.8 74.0

73.0 71 - 73.3 73.4

72.5 )2.6 72.7 72.8

71.9 72.0 72.1 72.2

71.3 71.4 71.6 71.7

70.8 70.9 71.0 71.1

70.2 70.3 70.4 70.5

69.6 69.7 69.8 70.0

69.0 69.2 69.3 69.4

68.5 68.6 68.7 68.8

67.9 68.0' 68.1 68.2

67.3 67.4 67.6 67.7

66.8 66.9 67.0 67.1

66.2 66.3 66.4 66.5

65.6 65.7 65.8 66.0

.65.1 65.2- 65.3 65.4
64.5 64.6 64.7 64.8

63.9 64.0 64.1 64.3

63.3 63.5 63.6 63.7

62.8 62.,9 63.0 63.1

62.2 62.3 62.4 62,5

61.6 61.7 61.9 62.0

61.1 61.2 61.3 61.4

60.5 60.6 60.7 60.8

59.9 60.0 60.1 60.3

59.3 59.5 59.6 59.7

58.8 58.9 59.0 59.1

58.2 58.3 58.4 58.5

57.6 57.7 57.9 58.0
57.1 57.2 57.3 57.4

56.5 56.6 56.7 56.8

55.9. 56.0 56.1 56.3

55.3 55.5 55.6 55.7

54.8 54.9 55.0 55.1

54.2 54.3 54.4 54.5

53,6 53.7 53.9 54.0

53.1 53.2 53.3 53.4

52.5 52.6 52.7 52.8

.8

75.2
74.6

74.1
73.5

72.

71.8
71.2

70.6
70.1

69.5
68.9
68.4
67.8
67.2

66.6
66.1
65.5
64.9
64.4

63.8
63.2
62.7
62.1

61.5

60.9
60.4
59.8
59.2
58.7

58.1
57.5
56.9
56.4
55.8

55.2
54.7
54.1
53.5
52.94



Appendix D

N.\ I IONA I. ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
NATION AL RESEARCI-f COUNCIL

!Int (05451'111 HON AV ENI F. u ASHINGTON 25. 1)

OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL

To the Principal of the High School

Dear Sir:

In 1960 the National Academy of Sciences--National Research Council condOcted'
a study of the high school backgrounds of the people who received third-level
research degrees (not MD, DDS, or DVM) from United States universities in 1958.
The response to our request for information at that time was almost universal,
and was deeply appreciated. We are now undertaking a similar study of the
doctorate graduates of 1959-1962, inclusive. You are to be congratulated on

having four of your alumni in this group.

These doctorate-holders are named on the enclosed forms which list their

degrees and fields of specialization. We would like. to secure, on a confidential

(.!4

basis, certain information about these adostes, from your high school records,

for a research study now under, way. exaldLlso like to secure corresponding''
information regarding a classmate of each of these doctorate-holders, selected

as indicated below.

The person whose record we wish to obtain on the reverse side of theTdontorete
hoUer!s form is to be the one ALPHABETICALLY NEXT AFTER the doctorate-holdel. The

on TF exception is where the doctorate-holder is himself the last person in the class,

alphabetically. In this case, the person alphabetically next before him is to be

chosen. These rules hold even where the person so chosen is himself one of the

other doctorate-holders. In that case, this factmay be shown as indicated on the

form.

In addition to the doctorate-holders for the 1959-62 period, our files include

those who obtained doctorate degrees during 1957 and 1958; if there were any such

graduates from your school, they are indicated on an enclosed roster. Because of

our interest in the Origins of chese people, 'we should like to have information

with respect to the community (the town, city or other political division) in which

the school is located, and the school itself, as of the time when these people were

in attendance. This information is requested In part on one side of the form, and

in part on the other side, along with data for the classmate of the doctorate-holder,

You may be assured that any information you provide will be kept strictlj

confidental and will be used only for staystical analyses of groups of pedple

and categories of schools. The enclosed reprints indicate some of the uses to

which we put information provided by our previous study. We hope that these

reports will be of interest to you.

Thanks for your cooperation.

7 et

Very uly yours,

.7.?:91411°'+'0

Lindsey R. Harmon
Director of Research
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Appendix D, Continued

National Academy of Sciences National Research Council
OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC PERSONNE

Doctorate Data land High School Backgrounds Form

Or

at and a doctorate in
Regarding this pefion, we should like to have the following information from his (or her) high school rocards,

O_RACtES IN . HIGH SCHOOL COURSES Note all three points helot+ AcAaktelic_ftrAtit. (counting from the
Phease check the' letter wades earned by this person li numerical
grades arx used, s numerical scaly at the bottom of the page
Otherwise ignor numerical scales

ea% born .n

(SIDE. ONE)

graduated from High School

took bachelors degree
serial number

at

if available:

top of the cifIS, cc! 5th of 183)

This student was from the :op of a _lass of
(35 38l rpr. 4T1

If more than or, grad was givri for any tubjct listed check I

once for each grade awarded.

If any course listed was not offered when this student wet ,n school,
chic, this first column indicating
"course NOI

ENGLISH CCSESM
Freshman

Sophomore

Junior

Ser3i0e'

oih
ispcifyl
FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSES I

French

Spanish

Germin

Latlh
0.he

cify)
SOCIAL 'STUDIES COURSES \

United History

World History

Gogrphy
Gov't (Prob'vrn; 'of Demo, acv

Civics etc I

:In.::: ( 'Ana .I 0 ,E,V,7:'
Economic, Bus

8 'i' s

fiffit;-
s tic i tyl__

MATHEMATICS COURSES

tleMent;ry Algebra
_ .

Plan GitornI,
_

Solid Gorntry

Trigonometry

Inteemede al. Algeb,1

College Algebra
Other

SCIENCE COURSES

Genera: Science

Biology- -
Chemistry

Physics

Other
(specify)

NUMERICAL

SCALES NATIONAL

LOCAL

LETTER GRADES CDURSLI COOING
NOT ; DO NOTAt OIC D TAKEN WRITEI

SCORES ON INTELLIGENCE TESTS (list most recent test first)
Nrn of

lost
Date of Scotc

Nit or IQ
Name of

tell
Date of Score

test or IQ
Name of

test
Date of Scorc

Nod or IQ

Coding
Column
Do Not

Write in
This

Space

43

44

46

What kind of elementary
(chuck) public;

school did this student atten
Private, denominational; private.

non- KInorninational

The hollowing quostions;(on both sides of this form) apply to'fiae;
school and community, and hence lo both tho doctorateholdir
and classmate (see other side )

QUESTIONS REGARDING THE SCHOOL AND THE COMMUNITY
(town, city, or other political dIvision) -IN WHICH PIE SCHOOL
WA; LOCATED, WHEN THIS STUDENT GRADUATED

I As of that Itme, the school could heir be xlsc tided as (check
ono )

A L; CID F

: 54. Tett 68 x:
! DO PLI

Coll,ge ppeperat,y and general uttering a ,ariory of

your, es for all students or Its attendance area

Strictly college preparatory. with stitcher edrms ors requra
moors for colie9e-bound students

Al Ira!lrst ti-r, the parent; of th'e.:Ifes s ai this school were

(chick the most descriplieu category.)

of above-overage income Icr this community

of less than aerage Income for this community

,nprsentaliet of the whole comm unity..:

Were they a mixture of town and rural people
geographic area? Yus

in fire 411 of _only numeric
scults uincl at the time 4is student

,
wat ..!

sir THIS scale is close fo the national aeorad ptectice in ft MO!, a: judged from a oeaious survey
BUREAU or THE BUDGET NO 9/IttO9 APPROVAL. EXPIRES I OCT An

from wide
No

SE

7

EASE TURN THE PAGE

ND COMPLETE THE CMS-

TIGNS ON THE OtHER SIDE
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Appendix D, Continued

Doctorate Data and High/School Backgrounds Farm

Please supply to us the information requested below, regarding the student wlio was graduated.

AFTER THE DOCTORATE HOLDER named on the other side of this form, in +Xe, same graduating class. If this next person

is himself in the doctorate group, check 'here 'a'AC1 enter his serial number here__

Name of Classmate:

Regarding this person, we shoL4, like to have the following information from his (orIser) high school ICIGOldS, if available;

f$AO, S //,..t SCH001. COURSES; Note All thr points below
Please check the letter grades earned by this person. If numerical

grades were used sae nurnerlc.0 scars if tn. :soft:rm. '

Otherwise' ignor numerical scales.

II more hit ore grade sr, given fnr any :.46,c,! mot
4,

isc for each gr,11 JYrerded.

If any course listed was not offered
shck this first column ;rid caring

"Course Not _Ayalle We-
1

when this student scas in school,

51

Acdsda.,MtckAM (counting from the top of the class, e.g. 5th of 183)

n;s, stude7r was ^irom the trio of a cuss of
(75 -

ENGLISH COURSES

Sontsornrse

Junior 0

Senior

6;;;,--
!specify)
FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSES

French

.Spanish

:,rile
011,,
(sPerifyl
inciA.: STUDIES '......tsUR",":'

1.1,1e, Slates rIt",..

World History

Geogr., phy
(,-oblerr . of Deris3C,1-

Itusiness lincL
.

acou-
01h,

PG.% q79,,trY

S.eornstfri

;Cr, meornitty

I Galleon Aloeb,

lit I

C..renal ..Scienco
_

. slu.S
. .

-y 'ct--__

W31.4 ERIC A

SCALES

LETTER r;RAOES COURSE' COOttur.;
Not so NOT

A 8 D F I I >KEN I 0ttt11t

r F I

SCORE': ON INTELLIGENCE TESTS OM must
Name of

test
Date of

'fist
;Jame oftest
Out° of Score

test or IQ
Norse of

test
Dote of Score

or IQ

test first).

Score
or IQ

Whet kind of elerintry school did this student effnd?
Public: privat, dncrInaflonal, private,

nondenominational

Ceding
Column
Do Not
Write in

This
Spac

4,

SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY DATA, CONTINUED

The following gus.,,tions, and those on the other side, apply to

this school and community and hence fo both the dectordte-holder

Ind ,Inssmate.

3 Hoi largo wet tht population, at that time, of the community

, tj',;,;,1) which fh, ,nool

locat.ed? (check one )..
,. n h pttopR, n, morn

h. 100,000 to 499 999

F

ore tr. n9.'709

S (TO to 74.999 Wes it a suburb of a city of

S COO to 4 979
100 000 people o, more?

under t 000 Ir.
Yoh

rto

49

SD

.3?

;41'

4 If to was of less than 25,000 of the time these

2S ODD or mo-e? (enter
. distance

100
in miles)

5 Whet nercenteg of the teach,r, in grades 9

NATIONAL

LOe; At.

:1,1 16-1-68- 1-1
ps

L

I

Juryoos or BS) ?

at thy, time

,., ire

2

siup., ursii nditsrlu in rho, ,

S 4 enlist Arnow' }

n Flu ,paces Loft.

nr 'o',cns to the left if only numeric

.,nee used at the trrte student

noel.

1,44 s -lose to the .1 ;.0 s.raciic, in the 1940.. , rr.v.lus runes.

81.1R0 U OF THE BUDGET I,G ti9 ifilt,1? 400110v EinIP ES I cs:

4 5

nl

PLEASE TURN THE PAGE

AND COMPLETE THE (DUES-

TIONS ON THE OTHER SIDE'11
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Appendix D, Continued

22 0012 23

ROSTER OF ORADUATES041TH DOCTORATES 1957-1962

HS

1957-1958 DOCTORATES

"CNRY J
MIHRAN

IVAN GABRIEL

1959-1962 DOCTORATES

JOHN HENRY
HERBERT PAUL

ILLIAM WRIGHT
ROCCO EUGENE
ROBERT CHARLES

'LLIAM HOWARD
ALICE FIELD
IILLIAM HOWARD
7.ERALD
FE WILLIAM

,' ACK VINCENT
'ROBERT 'MORTON
0NALD'HENRY
PHYLLIS A BENN
HARRY
IETER RUDOLF
MARTIN LAWRENC
IM PETER
LOOM MARX

HENRY JOHN

YR OF GRAD PHD INST.

1935
1943
1g47

'COLUMBIA U.
CAL TECH
COLUMBIA U

44

N J

FIELD YEAR

ECONOMICS
CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY

TOTAL 1957-1958 DOCTORATES

YR OF GRAD

1930
1933
1938
1938
193A
,1940
1942
1943
1943
1944
1946
1946
1948
1948
L948
1950
1951
1952
1952
1953

PHD' INST.

NEW YORK U
U COLORADO
COLUMBIA U
U MARYLAND..
TC CQL U
VANDERBILT
NEW SCHOOL
"FLA ST .0
JOHNS 1.40PK,
U MIcHIGAN,
RUTGERS U
U WISCMAD
ADELPHI C
COLUMBIA U
TC COL U
PRINCETON
POLY BKLYN
CAL TECH
U VIRGINIA
RUTGERS U.,

1958
1957
1957

FIELD YEAR

EDUCATION 1962
EDUCATION 1960
PHILOSOPHY 1959
EDUCATION 1960
EDUCATION 1962
ECONOMICS 1961
PSYCHOLOGY 1959
EDUCATION 1961
FOREIGN LANG 1962
ENGLISH 1961
EDbCATION 1960
OCEANOGRAPHY 1962

.PSYCHOLOGY ;1959
ANTHROPOLOGY 1962
EDUCATION 1962
PHYSICS
ENGINEERING 1961
BIOLOGY f959
HISTORY ' 1962
CHEMISTRY 1962

TOTAL 1959-1962 DOCTORATES 20

TOTAL 1957-1g62 DOCTORATES- 23

YOUR HIGH SCHOOL RANKS 13 IN YOUR STATE
AND IS TIED AT THAT RANK WITH 3 OTHER SCHOOLS
AND RANKS 313-IN THE UNITED STATES AND IS TIED
AT THAT RANK WITH 26 OTHER SCHOOLS.

(Note: Surnames in the aboire list have been obliterated to preserve privacy)
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Appendix .E

Standard Score Conversion Chart for:Standard l'eat IQ's

Pressey °

,Terman- c-§tand .d

Miller A Nopital

adrve
A"er6enti1e "SS

Otis
Quick-
Scoring . ,.

4.'.: ;4,aGBelli,-W1171111 2..'i:;,. As
Nialalliamak. - ,,e , --1 Per-

centile

85. 151 I 141-2 145-6 ,..iMFW.Lioleffir 14Mill
84 -149-50 140 144 ;1 lfr

. . , .,
1 6-7

83 148 *39, 143 155 14

81 145 137 r40 152'
,,,82 146-7 138 141-2 153-4 143

80 144 136 ' 139 150-1
141-2
140

79 142-3 134-5 138 149

7-8- 141 133' k36 -7 147-8 4 136-7

77 .140 132 'r- 05: 145-6 135

75 137 130 142-3
43-476 138-9 131 13,4-'... 144 3

02-3 132

74 135-6 128-9 131 140-1

, 134 127 130 128-973 139

130-1

72 133 126 128z9 137-8 127

71 131-2 125 127 ' 135-6 125-6

70 130 124 126 134

69 128-9 122-3 125 132-3
124 ;','%

1224,1-

68 127 121 . 123-4 130 1 120 -1..

67 125-6 120 122 129 ik9 : -,,

66 124 119 121 1278 117-8f

65 123 118 119-20 125-6 116

64 121-2 116-7 118 124 114-5 88.0

63 120 115 117 122-3 112 -3

62 119 114 115-6 120-1 110-11

61.- 117-8 113 114 118-9 109

60 116 -11: 112 113 117 108

59 , 114-5 -11/4 110-114 112 116 106.7

58 113 109 110-11 114-5 l0415

57 112 108 109 1.12 -3 103

56 110-11 107 108 111

55 109 106 106-7 . 109-10 11°010-2'

-54 107 -8 104-5 44105 1.07-e: ,, 98-'9

53 106 103 104 106 96 -7

52 105 102 102-3 104-5 95

51 103-4 101 101 102-3 93-4

50 102 100 100 101 92

49 100-1 98-9 99 99-100 90-1

48 99 97 97-8 97-3- '') 8-874

47 98 96 96 96 '87 -

46 96-7 95 95 94-5 85-6

45, 95 94 , 93-4 92-3 84

44 93-4 92-3 92 91 82-3.

43 92 91 91 89-90 80-1,

42 90-1 90 -,\ 89 -90 87-8_ 79

41 89 89 4 88 86 77-8

40 87-8 88 87 84-5 75-6

39 86, 86-7 86 -3 74

38 85 85 84-5 81

79-80
72-3

-37 83-4 84 83 71

36 82 83 82 77-8 69-70

35 81 82 81 76 67-8

34 79-80 80-81 79-80 74-75 66

33 78 79 73 72-73 64-65

32 76-77 78 77 71 63

31 75 77 75-76 69-70
67-68

61-62,.

30 74 76 74 59-60

2-9 72-73 74-75 73 66 , 58

s

I77-8 Min Max 85

174-6, 84

12-3 83

9.3

1TO-1
168-9

,i' 82.

99.7 1 7 .9985"

81

80

99.6 163-5 9.979 .9984 79.

99.5 161-2 .9911 .9978 78

99.3 159-60 .9960 .9970 77

99.1 157-8 9947 9-959 76

98.8 155-6.. -.9930 .9946 75

98.5 152-4 .9908 .9929 74

98.0 150-1 .9,879..990q 73

97.5 148-9 .9845 .9878 72

96.9 146-7 ,9801 .9844 714

96.0 1447.5 .9748.'.9800 70'

95:0 141-3 96.82..974/69
94.0 139 -4Q ',9601 .9681 68

93.0 c'7 -8 : .9511'2 ,9600 '67

91,,0 05-6 .9401,,9510 66

90.0 133-4 .9271.9400 65
130-2 .9121 .9270 64

85.0 128,9 .8953 .9120 63

83.0 126 -7. .8761 .8952 62

80.0 124-5 .8541 .8760 6.1

77.0 122-3 .8301 :8542 60

74.0 , 119 -21 .8048...8300 59

71.0 117-8 .7748 .8047 58

68.0 , ,115-6 ,7438 .7747 57

64,0 :3.' I .;.%37 56

60.

56. :4,,.!- .87

/210 '5

t.4i'i;52.0.
48.0 .16

.6385
55:23

44.0 '01-:5615 51

40.0 801..5200 50'

36.0 '-9 . 386 .4800 49

32.0 95-6 986'.4385 48

28.0 934 ,3616 .3985 47

26.0 91-2 .3243 .3615'46

23.0 89-90 .2791 .3242 45

20,0 86-8 .2564 .2790 44

17.0 84-5 .2254 .2563 43

1.*A 82-3 .1954 .2253 42

12y,p S0 *1 .1701 .1953 41

10U71"' 78-9 .1459 .1700'40

9,0 75-7 .1241 .1458 39

7.0 73-4 _.1049 .1240'38

6.0 71-2 .0881 ,1048 37

5.0 69+70 .0731 .0880 36

4.6 67-8 .0601..0730 35

3.5 65-60' .0491 .0600 34

2415 63-54 0401 .0490 33
.2.0 61-;2 .0320 .0400 32

1.5 59 -60 .0254 .0319 31

1,2 57-58 .0201 .0253 30
.9 55 -56' .0157 .0200 A
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.:AppendixT

Statistical Data of the Multiple-DIS'cihinant An9lyses

Analydis 1: Five Gene 4..Fields

, i Univariate'F!s,
-,Female-1-

F p_

----7-7.

Viettor'I
° 1

-1. -..-.

14 k,',ik

.

F

Scaled
'Vector

Vectors 4,

II Vector IIIVariable Male -f

: F.
p

.--

GPA 1 Languages 17.22 <.01110.06 <.01 -16.86 -10.18 13:20 '11.25 8.59 :-4.91

GPA 2 Soc. Std. 12.62 " ! 6.62 i'. - 3.90 - 1.29 2..32 -2.48 -Z3.55 1.0

GP* 3 Mathematics 31.31 " 14.61 " 13.19 ',5.70 -0.23 -2.60 12.77 2.01
s

GPA 4 Science 27.14 " 18.67 " _18.57 '40.60 -14.01 -2.86 4.35 -10L:89

Lang. Not Taken". 5.64 " 1.48 >.05, 2.92. -0.10 ..6.70 ,-3.89 :1.19 1 -1.17

S.S. Not Taken 8.27 " , 1.53 >.05 7.69. 1.45' -2.53 -3.94' 2.59 ,': 1.18

Math Not Taken 36.49 " . 10.60 <.01 -14.70, -4.88 -1.97 5.30 3.66 -0.13

Science Not Taken[19.47 " 10.76' <.01 -11.06. -7.87 6.86 4.59 13.10 -2.14

...'.. .

.

Intel.Test
.

Score 26 14 " 16.37'<.01 -0.37 7.27 15.44 4.95 -7.85 4.15

Normalized Rank. 22.63 " ' 13.31 <.01 . 2.49_ 5./91 4.9 3.18 A:54- 14.88

Class Size 1.36 >.05 1.41 >.05 1-83 1.20 A-1:68 0.00 5.26 -7.31

Public vs Private 5.55 .01! 1.71 S.05 -2.08 -5.99 -7.40, -4.74 -4.03 3.11

Denom. vs Indep. 2.80 .03, 1.14'>.05 2.27 -1:62 r4.06 74.37 2.23 6.28

.

.

Summary of Information froil Phase I

Mgie*
1

Female 1

Statistic Root Number : Root Number ,

I Il III IV I 1_II _IV

X.Ii.
;.3257 ..1486 .0358 .0151 .2942

__2III,.._.

.1115 .0404 .0134

Percent of Trace 62.03 J 28.29 6.82 2.87 64.03 24.27- 8.79 2.91

Cumulative -7 Trace 62.03 90.32 97.14 100 , 64.03 88.30 97.09 100

Trice .525 -459

4-Trace .725 '.677 .

Canonical! R (TA;) .57 .38 .19 ,12 .54 .33 _.20 .12

Wilke A , 0.'6246 i
0.6594 -

F I 9.46 4.72 ..

Degrees of F7fredoml 52 and 3,835 52 and' 2163.
.

.

. p <.001 , <.001
E

.K-\
...,

81
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# jpendix F, Crit,i,m4ed
.

Analysis 2: Five Physical Science Fields

Univariate F

F

GPA 1 Languages : 2.48

GPA 2 Soc. Stud.
1

1.71

GPA 3 Math 113.68

GPA 4.Science 1 6.27

Lang. Not taken 1 4.74

S.S.Not taken 12.69

Math Not taken 1.86

Science Not tkn '0.71

Test Score 5.09

RanR'in Class 4.11

Class Size 0.58

Publi.C:Va Private2.36

Denom. 'vs Indep. 3.63

1

Victor

Scaled Vectors

Vector

<.05 - 7.94 - 4.21 3.12

>.05 - 5.36 11.00 2.97

<.01 16.07 2.31 0.71

.0i 3.44 3.68 7.03

.0-1 6.11 4.49 0.51

<.05 2.05 6.36 3.15

>.05 0.48 5.82 - 3.35

>.05 0.46 0.34 - 3.01

<.01 3.87. - 0.76 - 7.41

<,01 0.68 - 2.48 2.48

>-.05 - 2.05 1.5 1.46

4 .05 5.12: - 0.46 4.65

<.01 - 5.63 5.41

Summary of Information from Phase

Root Number

)I
Percent of Trace

Cumulative 7. Trace

Trace

4-Trace

Canonical R 00
'Wilke' A

'F

II

.2073 -.0907 .0448 ..0178'

57.48 25.14 12,42 4.95.

57.48 82.62 95.04 99.99

.3606

.60

.46 .30 .21 .13

,714

3.03 .

Degrees of Freedom 52 and 1,737

P.
.01.


